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Abstract 
Propositional systems are deductively "'.dV.","U 
some 
is turned an algebra by endowing it' 
into a relational 
operations and on systems 
operation or relation, either on 
aIm this is to 
a 
of SeIllJeIlC(~S in the 
a given logic 
u.U~IJ'-'~ of operations, 
from some COlrreSP()n(lIn.1! 
or on propositional 
are power con-
use of power m 




as constructs ,,~'_,u. .... 'V the Tarskian addition 
the contraction 
conclusion '-'v,.~,,'-,'U relations, and 
logical framework for simulation. 
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Tarski l.'::;OC;lll,C;U his calculus of deductive systems a of papers 
1;""1-",.,,,,n 1930 are "v.LLY'-'~LLv'-', from 
some formal are "'LV'~'-'V. certain mter~m(:e This 
means that a "nTClTD'1'n contains all C;l"'lUC;UIJO that can 
Tarski's 11'n,",,:,," was to facilitate the investigation of 
matical "" .. r' .... "' .... ""'" 
• The 
stronger 
systems. To end, he 
of a system r in a """>T.o1rn 
some relations and 
is logically 
• equality h",11"'~''''n systems with logical identity; 
• the IS 
.. the addition the systems r is the set 
be by the union r 
.. the a system r is obtained by LVLUUU for each "n",U"_LLV 
"I E r, <"", .. o<>'rn """111,o.U,H11M i ts uc;,<a~.lVH and then 
the mtersectlOn of these 
In this I will be COIlcerm~a specifically with propositional 
















to by closure under rules 
are many more useful VLU'V"''-'-<J and operations on sets, in 
addition listed above: 
• A 
l::1 is called a multiple-conclusion l!'1pnn''''I''lt'p of a formula 
whenever all the eH~m,emGS of r are true, 
of is true. 
at least one 
• A 
relation ro .. """, .. ", sets closeness 
• A ~V.LJ.U.lHU. set r explains a set l::1 if, least one 
ele~m(~nt of r is true, one element of is true. 
• A 
set may be by another in a different 
• A 
set may by another 
• A formula set may be by another 
propositional aside for a m()ment, us turn to 
a power t:lHl .. "".'n""' any set of <ViC;ilJ.';:;UI,,, A, one can form 
of A. is endowed 
some operation j, one can a power operation 
P (A). Similarly, 
, which is on 
j, operates on vJ. ... ,HJ.' ......... 'O any relation r U'-'J.U.~'-,u 
on one can define a power relation of the same on P (A). A T"\,..,,",pT' 
is defined as power operation or relation, obtained by 











Power constructs abound in propositional systems. The aim this 
IS out and propositional 
new ones. of the operations and 
above can be ~v'UL'-''''' as non-trivial 
product addition operations, contraction reVlSlon as well 
as multiple-conclusion verisimilitude, and simulation re-
The outline of the is as follows: Consequence relations can 
semantically (model-theoretically), or syntactically (proof-
theoretically), or Chapter 1 and abstract 
approaches to study of consequence relations, relates the two ap-
proaches to each other. relations of '~""~'~L strength 
are of an 
ter concludes 
version of .... Ul,,,,Ol .... CU propositional 
relation of a 
abbreviated MCC. 
In 2 of .... VJ,J.,,'-''-! 1 is re-
fined, applied to a multiple-conclusion logic, MCK, 
three-valued truth tables. A proof for MCK is and sound-
ness and adequacy results proved. MCK is presented as a logic growth 
Unlike classical it is not explosive, which makes it suitable 
as C;"".:l'VU,I'-'1"> Ul"; .... U'CUU",Ul of an 
A the 
<>MCK, which is equivalent to the 
<>MCK is 
strictly weaker that of MCC. This 













Chapter 3 the calculus 
constructs, are introduced LVJ..U ... U'y 
'-'V,",'''L'-'. and the concept of ..... "',.,"" .. 
calculus of deductive ""c,r.o,rY'i a 
certain class of logics is as a power algebra of 
Two alternative algebraic characterizations of calculi of deductive "'''C'''""m 
oMCK-systems is are also given. Namely, 
Lindenbaum/Tarski 
characterized U"J~'-,L VLLv""""' 
the calculus of 
as an algebra of meanings. 
IS 
a 
Chapter 4 deals with 
may be used to 
"J..L' ..... 'lW~ .• VU of one 
I 
theorylike 
The order is 
porates a notion 
on propositional VU1Ua."lVii" 
the three-valued logic 








of Chapter 3 
to the truth. These ideas are 
theory change 
characterized as power 
of unary power 
in terms of a theorylike 
in (Britz & 
"'01""",." 3 and 5 appeared 
(Brink et al., 1993). 
clude "A new ""'ULo,.U for the Logic of Paradox" , 
South African Mathematical Society, Conference of 
operating on, 
ternational 
, read by co-author Chris 
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how general results 
conclusion version of 
some terminology that will 
1.1 
The ~VJ.UHNJ. language L of 
a denumerable set 
A and V, 
L are 
can be described semantically 
, or abstractly, a set 
I characterize a class of 
abstractly, and show 
is done in Sections 1 and 1.3. 
not depend on 
a case study, 
to a specific this case, a 
logic called MCC. ,however, I 







= {PbP2, ... }, 
the parentheses ( ). 










1. INTRODUCTION 2 
U'COJ.UJ.";'U inductively, as 
1. element is a wff. 
(3 are wffs, so are (01\ (3), V (3) and (-'0). 
IS no the will be omitted from a wff. 
o and (3 are 
over I will continue 
variables to refer to wffs 
here as 
use lower case 
L. To refer 
I use upper case Greek symbols 
aeIJlot€~a by 0. The L is 
(L). 
connectives of L can also be 
being outcome of 
symbols 0, 
of wffs, also 
1:, 
UV"'v~'" of 




o V (3 being the rPQnpr'T. , outcomes of applying the binary operations 1\ 
V wffs 0 J..LvJL"vv L as an 
by La. ..""."',..,"',..+",,, is due to 
Lindenbaum, and first in print by Tarski (1935). is commonly 
1988), I will the A<.OU'I">v..''''I">'-' L with the 
and 
(L,I\, 
algebra A = (A, 
same V and -, resnec:tl 
similarity as L. The of all such 
of if hI) is an n-ary mapping 
nomCtm()rVJLH"l,'u h, ho, from L 
and op«;ra1tl0I1S ,/l 
is said 
is called the OU1,ULthL 
the same 
class 
there is a La into A, 
h is UvJLU,-,U 
h (0) - ho (0) if 0 E La; 










CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3 
h (0: V;3) (h (0:), h (;3)) j 
h ( -'0: ) ( h ( 0:)) _ 
means L is a free algebra its with set free 
Lo- Wojcicki (1988) gives an exposition the basic theory of logical calculi, 
this result. following definitions are 
text books on lattice theory as & 1990), and are listed 
for 
Definition 1.1 A 
reflexive and 
on a set is a binary relation :s; on A which 
Definition 1.2 A partial order on a set is a binary relation :s; on A which 
is reflexive} transitive and antisymmetric. 
Lemma 1.3 
has an 
Uv.uu.w",. If every chain in a partially ordered set (A,:S;) 
then the set A contains a maximal element. bound in 
Definition 1.4 
A which is 
equivalence relation on a 
and 
A is a binary relation on 
Definition 1.5 A congruence relation on an algebra zs an equivalence 
relation on base set which operations A. 
Definition 1.6 A meet-semilattice is a structure (A,I\) such that 1\ zs a 
binary operation which is associative commutative. 
1. 7 A lattice is a (A, 1\, V) 
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for 
meet of 
x A Y and 
lower 
x V Y exist, where the 
and the 
elements is their least upper bound. 
A lattice ° E A if x = x V 0 every x E 
a 1 E A if x x A 1 for every x E 
Definition 1.8 A distributive ."'''', ......... is a lattice V) which 
distributive laws: 
(Vx, y, z E A) A (y V z) = (x A y) V (x A z)); 
(Vx,y,z E V(yAz)= Vy)A V 
Definition 1 A De Morgan lattice, also called a quasi-Boolean algebra, is 
a structure (A, V," 0,1) with unary operation " zero element ° and unit 
element 1 
1. (A,A, V) is a distributive lattice; 
-, (ex A {3) = ,ex V 
Definition 1.10 A [(leene lattice zs a 
such that 
Morgan lattice A, V," 0,1) 
1.11 A algebra, also called a Brouwerian algebra, zs a 
structure (A, A, V, :::}, " 0, 1 )such that 










1. INTRODUCTION 5 
greatest in A such 
1.12 A Boolean algebra is a structure (B, v, ""',0, 1) that 
1. A, V) is a '7.tI"lI,n"" lattice; 
a V 0 = a and a A 1 a for all a E 
a A ....,a 0 for all a E 
The f}, /\, V,...." f, t}, with set 
{t, f}, meet join V, complement ...." zero elelmellt f, and unit element t, is 
of the same similarity as L. Any --+ {t, f} can 
""'11'''''"''''" to a homomorphism 




vA"v"'>'''''v''' to a valuation v : 
'L--+{t,j}, that: 
1. If a E LOl v (a) = Vo (a) ; 
v(aA{3) v A v ((3); 
3. v V (3) v (a) V v ({3) ; 
Let Va10 of {vo: Lo --+ {t, and 
Val2 denote the set of homomorphisms {v : L --+ {t,j}}. valuation v 
a wff "I iff v ("I) t. valuation v which O<NII10H'CO'" every """'Hl<;;;l1 of a 
set of wffs r is called a model of r. I will call a valuation which satisfies 
least one r a co-model r. The set models of r is denoted 
M odpc (r)) and set of CoM odpc (r). r is satisfiable if 










1. INTRODUCTION 6 
which is by valuation, and a contradiction is a which is 
""V',~H""U by any valuation. any set r (3, if (3 is 
by valuation we say (3 is a consequence of r, 
and write r (3. If r is a singleton { a }, we write a (3. Ifa (3 
a and (3 are called semantically equivalent, written a ~PC (3. 
LindenbaumjTarski provides a way turning 
the ULv,U.v,", classes an algebra. Since IS a 
congruence relation on Lj consisting 
of 1 denote 
class of contradictions. 
on The 
the:relore be 'U.vAUL'-,"" by: 
yields a Boolean 
""'v"L,"," class 
o the equivalence 
being a preserves 
join and vV'UfJL\.-U'"""U operations on ~PC can 
[a] 1\ [(3] [a 1\ (3] i 
V [(3] - [a V (3] i 
.., 
£PC 1\, V,.." 0,1), called the 
denbaum algebra (also .,.",1"""'''~>ri 





[a] :::; [(3] 
The Boolean algebra 8 2 = {{ t, j} ,1\, V, .." j, t} can be define 
a matrix semantics PC. More specifically, tuple (82 , {t}) determines 
logic pc. The set {t} is called set of designated of 8 2, 
semantic consequence for PC can then be reformulated as a matrix 
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matrix of r if, for any homomorphism v : L -t 8 2 ) V ({3) E {t} 
""hp'npupt' V (r) C {t}. I will any 
but will only to cases as they 
occur. may (Wojcicki, 1988). 
To conclude this section, I define a number of other concepts 
that will used in subsequent 
Definition 1. A filter in a lattice (A, 1\, V) is a non-empty 
from A which is upward closed under the partial order of 
closed under finite 
of elements 
lattice, and 
each x E A, the up closure x, that is, the set {y : x ~ , IS a 
called principal filter generated by x. A filter is called proper if it 
not '""'-''''',""",,"'V with A. A of A is called an ultrafilter if the only 
is A itself. A IS if it is 
nT'"npt' and, for x,y E x Vy E implies x E F or y E F. a 
Boolean the notions of an ultrafilter and a filter coincide. 
1.2 Proof systems 
Consequence relations are traditionally U'-AALL'-''''- as relations between (L) 
and L. This is understandable view of emphasis placed on proof 
ory, one IS ...,UjJ.i:l<;;·'-I ..... "u'"".~" of a set of 
can ~~ALU'-'~ as a biliary re-
lation on P (L). l"P?':>l"l"<>i1 to as a multiple-conclusion consequence 
relation. roots this idea can found in 1969; 
Kneale, 1956; Gabbay, 1971; Scott, Shoesmith & Smiley, 1978). 
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multisets as a general within which to Since 
have used sporadically in a number of diverging 
tion areas. For Wisniewski (1991; uses a 
consequence the 
(1996) uses it in the specification logic 
sequent calculi are also 
misses and conclusions. I will use relation' to to 
to a 
I will so explicitly. 
Consequence relations are ways: semantic, 
The semantic characterization depends on logic in 
defer it until Section 1 Chapter 
present,I focus on syntactic 
of consequence relations. 
syntactic characterization of a ",v"~",,,",~ 
ity a proof So we 
abstract 
is as a derivabil-
w hat is meant 
by a and a derivation. The system I will 
is in the Hilbert-Frege but the nOLIOn of a was adapted by 
& (1978) allow for multiple-conclusion inferences. ' 
Definition 14 An inference rule is an ordered of of formulae, 
in the 
where r = {Ii: 1 :::; i :::; = {OJ : 1 :::; j :::; k}, and where 
(PI, .'" Pn) is a wff from L built up symbols 
chosen 















and conclusions of rule. with an 
constitutes a formal proof system. 
logics, 
But an "",,,",>vu, with an 
set, 
1"1"1",""1"1/-"" rule <P 
provision need therefore made it. 
) ... ,Pn)/W(pt,.", IS INVI#H\.eINV< to a formula 
:E if a uniform substitution of a1, .'" an for symbols 
PI) .•• ,pn such that <P (a1, ... , c That IS, every v~""~ .. '-,u with 
Pi replaced by ai, is in derivation from r ,6. in a 
S defined 1.15 as a with labelled by 
I will use the as IS 
customary 
III a IS a 
standard texts on graph theory such as (West, 
is an ordered 
A branch 
the 
and ending at a 
wff in a branch is 
wffs and of occurrences of 
important, a can also be regarded as a set 
of The ~vu,"'uu a branch is the number of III An 
initial subsequence of a branch :E with 
differs :E only that last m, where m < n, of:E been 
expand a branch :E with a means to a new tree by a.U'UHJl:;<. 
a as a to the leaf a branch a) 
2::: followed by a. The branching factor of a 
maximum number children of any in the tree. Both the >"-'>" .... uu 
branch the branching 
Definition 1.15 A proof 
as follows: 
from r 
are assumed to be finite. 
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L an unlabelled root 
of 
OJ ... <CH ... ,.,U E in 
to expand 




node.) Pick any v ... v ... ,,'-' ...... 0: from r. Expand E 




a new tree which 
been replaced by 
any branch E 
q> 
\]1(0:1, ... , 
k new children 
new tree which differs 
now been replaced k 
mark the branch closed. 





(initially, there is only 
, "',Pn) S 
\]I (al, ... ,O:n) = {'lPt, ... , 
the leaf of 
old tree only 
, and pick 
to E, 
k > 0, 
E to obtain a 
branch E has 
(E; '<Pd "." '<Pk). k 0, then 
of the tree 
a tree T is a 
by repeated 
leaves on 
that it is 
2 and 3 
Definition 1.16 A derivation from r to Ll in a formal proof system S is a 
prooftreeT starting from and with I (T) ~ Ll. We write r LlJ and say 





well-known concept a 
a single conclusion, 
of a derivation 
a single-conclusion 
logic, where a derivation r to a is a sequence starting from r 
terminating in a. a proof system will be a single-conclusion 










· ~ . . ~, 





a vvu.ovY '->Uh';<Vll is by means of a 
and is related to syntactic characterization a theorem 
Los & Suszko (1958). The theorem was initially 
conclusion but I it below more 
case. 
Definition 1.17 An abstract consequence relation I- is any binary relation 
over P (L) satisfying the conditions: 
1. If r n .6. (/) then r I- (sharing) 
and r r' and .6. .6.' , r'1-
3. If r,.p I- .6. r I- .6.. (cut) 
4. r I- .6. r' ~ rand r' I-
any e : Lo --+ L, if r I- then e (r) I- e (.6.). 
(uniform substitution) 
For singleton sets, I will drop the set notation, and thus write 'Y I- .6. 
instead {'Y} I- .6., and r I- J H~"'Vv"''''' r I- {J}. 
Theorem 1.18 A binary relation l- is an relation iff 
exists a formal proof S such that l- is the derivability relation 
for 
Proof. Given a proof S with we check 
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1. 
2. 
Suppose a Ern a proof 
branch of elements from r terminating in a. 
derivation r to~. 
v""''l.v'''U't';' Any tree establishing r also 
Cut: Suppose ¢ I-s ~ and r ¢, Append a 
consisting of a 
constitutes a 
~/. 
from r, ¢ 
to ~ to branch of a derivation from r ¢, ~ which 
in ¢. resulting tree is a derivation r 
Finiteness: A is finite by definition. 
5. Uniform nrrU ... "' .. TU follows the of an 
rule and 
tion of variables. 
applicabili ty, allows uniform substitu-
Conversely, I- be a relation which satisfies conditions 
1.17. 
that 
system S with derivability '<<01(;""1'-'11 such 
r/~ r and are 
Note that includes the case where r or 
By the 
for 
property of 1-, it is sufficient 
r and~. 
Left to it is an 
that r I- r I-s ~ 
T;:>"'PfH';:> rule, and 
left: Suppose r The proceeds by on the 
a derivation T from r to I will show 
each initial by steps 2 
r I- I (Tj). 
case: If step 2 is first to 
r I- a by the property. 3 is 
3 Definition 
a E r, 
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inference rule 0/ {'¢Ib ... , '¢Ik} is applied to obtain a tree with leaves '¢Ih , '¢Ik. 
By the of 5,01- {'¢II, ... ,'¢Ik}, and weakening, r I- {'¢Ib ... ,'¢Ik}. 
step: Let be an initial of T. Assume that each 
proper initial subtree T;. r I- 1 (Ti)' is formed by an of 
2 or step 3 of Definition 1.15 to an subtree . Suppose 
it is step That some branch E Tj - 1 is replaced by a branch (E; a), 
a E By r I-l 
Else, step 3 is applied to That is, choose some branch E of 
with and some 1'''''1''''''''1"''''' rule 
applicable to This means 
C Let ¢h E <P, let T¢! 
are wfl's al, "'j an such <P (at, .'" 
removing all 
can also 
obtained Tj - 1 
descendents cPl' r I- I (T¢!) .. 
written r I- (I (T¢J - cPl), cPt, where I (T¢J cP1 is the obtained by 
from 1 (T¢!). By r, <P - cP1 I- (l ) - ), cPl, 
By vvva.D.\..-}.lLL ... F, the rule <P I- we r, <P I- (l (T¢!) ) , lJ!. 
the cut property, r,<p - cPl I- (l(T,pI) cPd,lJ!, Now let E <P-
cPl. As above, r I- (l (T,pJ cP2) ) By weakening, <P - cP1 - I-
(1 ) - cPl) , (l ) - cP2) ,cP2) By another application cut, <P 
cPl - I- (l (T,pl) cP1) , (1 (T,p.J Repeating process m times, 
once for cP E <P, we obtain r I- U,pE~ {I (T¢) cP}, lJ!. T,p was 
obtained from by the cP, every other of 
IS a 
C;a,,,.<;;;UllUF,' This proves the inductive is a derivation from 











result of Theorem 1 can also be stated 
operators. Like so many other fundamental "'''U''''''/J 
of consequence 
in formal logic, 
an abstract '.""Ju'n ....... operator is due to Tarski. The formulation 
I IS (Rybakov, 
Definition 1.19 (Tarski, 
C: P(L) -+ P(L) 
1. r ~ C (r) 
C (C (r)) ~ C (r). 
An abstract 
the conditions: 
r ~ L\ then C (r) ~ C (L\). 
c(r) = U{C(L\): rand L\ is finite} . 
(Ve:Lo-+L)e(C(r))~c (r)). 
operator is a 
(closure) 
(uniform substitution) 
1.20 formal proof """"''''TTl S single-conclusion 
derivability relation syntactic operator -+ 
(L) for S is defined by 
Gnf- (r) = {a : r f- a} . 
1997} A mapping C : P (L) -+ (L) is an ab-
consequence iff C is the consequence 
some single-conclusion formal proof 
of 
D 
Theorem 1.21 HU,,'U"'U that, given any 
P (L) -+ P (L), one can 













Then a E C (r) r a a E Cnt-c (r). Thus, 




1.20 assumes that all the proof 
remainder this section I will show how 
operator of Definition 
of conjunctively, as a set of 




in a single 
branch with leaf a. In a multiple-conclusion logic, the consequence operator 
a counterpart, which I will call an (A 
similar suggestion was by (1998).) An 
operator on formula sets that are thought of disjunctively, as a set 
of or options. If a is an IS a 
tree from a such that branch terminates in an element ~. 
The definition Definition 
Definition formal proof S with derivability relation 
its syntactic consequence operator Cnt- : P (L) -;. is defined by 
Cnl-(r) {a:rl-a}, 
and syntactic operator : P (L) -;. P (L) is defined by 
AnI- (~) = {a : a I-
(r) is propositional ",.",,,,,,,""" (or just for which 
r and propositional ~ 
to. (r) = r if if r = {¢ : r I- ¢}, a is also called 
a deductively closed set or {Cnt-{r) ; rEP (L)} 
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1930b; 
logical strength: 
1935), is partially by relation of 
Definition 1.23 Given formula rand ll, r logically <IT""·"'."".,,,,, 
than (ll is logically weaker than r) I written II :S;Cn r, iff C nl- (ll) C 
Cnl-
Theorem 1 
of L forms a 
(W 6jcicki, 1988) The abstract 
."'"" • ..,'" under the relation of logical strength. 
Definition 1.25 rand 2:; formula sets a logic with con-
sequence Cn. rand 2:; are called iff they 
to the same that they have the same deductive closure: 
(r) = 
The (ll) is applications of multiple-conclusion 
UC;Ul<l,L} & Steel, 1976; Harrah, Wisniewski, 
1994), one of the ...... " ... .,r'" a question q reducible a question 
5, is that direct answer to q to imply some direct answer to 5. 
an explanatory answer r of 
answers of answers to s. Then, 
r II iff (\I')' E r) h r- III 
iff rAnI- (ll) 
AnI- (r) AnI- (ll) . 
The of propositional co-systems is therefore partially "'T"rl"1""rI by the 
relation of explanatory 
1.26 Given any formula sets f ll, f explains ll, written 
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Definition 1.27 JPrlnrp two formula =An -equivalent iff they give rise 
to the same co-system: 
r iff An (r) = An (.6). 
Thus r =An if are equivalent as answer or We 
will 'vU'c.-Vo.-ULY'"L the antece opc~rator again in subsequent chapters. The 
next shows that syntactic antecedence and consequence 
are cm~raCterl by the same of DrClDe:n 
1.19. 
Theorem 1.28 
(i) A mapping A : P (L) -t P ( L) is an abstract '-''''''.OJ,""" if and 
if is the ""'",'''''''\0.1<'''\0 operator of some formal proof 
(ii) A A: (L) -t P is an if 




a proof system S with derivability relation f- and syntactic 
An, we to check that An satisfies the DrClDert 
of an abstract consequence By 1.18, f- is an 
relation, properties 1.17 apply to 
it. 
1. Inclusion: If a E then a f- r by a E An (r), and 
r An cr). 
Closure: a E An (An (r)) a f- An (r). By finiteness 
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weakening, 0: I- {II,"" , f. For each since E (r), Ii I-
By Ib 0: I- {12, ... , In} , cut, 0: I- {12, ... , In}, 
Similarly, by another n-l applications a I- Hence a E An(r). 
3. f ~ and 0: E An (f), a I- f, and so, by monotony, 
0: I-~. Hence 0: E An (~). 
4. Finiteness: It follows monotony that 
U {An (~): ~ f and is finite} ~ 
it follows from the I- that, any a E An 
a finite ~ r such 0: E An (~). 
U {An (~) : ~ r and is finite}. 
Uniform substitution: o:E (r) e : -+ L. e (0:) E 
e (r)) 0: I- By the substitution property 1-, 
e(a) I- e e (0:) E ( e (r) ). 
Conversely, let A be an abstract consequence operator. s the 
cu,,,rPTTl with rules o:/w that W is finite O:EA(w). 
its derivability relation 1-, and its corresponding ant;ecE~ael[lCe re-
lation by An. I will that, for any formula ~, A (~) ~ An (~), 
(~). 
0: E A(~). 
such that a E A(~o). 
0:1-
~. I will that 
1.15 
by is a finite C 
monotony, 
0: to 
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Base case: If step 2 is executed to obtain a with a, 
then a I- a by If 3 is executed first, it means some 
rule 0/ {I/;b ... , ¢k} is applied to obtain a tree with ¢1, ... , ¢k. By the 
definition of S, 01- {¢1, ,." ¢k}, by a I- {¢l, "0, ¢k}. 
Inductive step: Let Tj be an initial 
proper initial of ,a I- l (T;.). Tj is 
Assume that for each 
by an application of 
2 or 3 Definition 1.15 .... "'nn',.,,"'" it is 2. That 
is, some branch :E in Tj - 1 is replaced by a branch (:E; a). By sharing 
a I- I (Tj ). step 3 is applied to . That \"u.'JV~'v some 
branch :E with u, some 
---------~----~-------
applicable to Let Tt/>l obtained by all 
descendents of <Pl. the inductive hypothesis, a I- l (Tt/>I)' can also 
a I- I (Tt/>J - <PI, <P1) where I (T"'l) <PI is the set obtained 
removing <PI I (T"'l)' weakening, a I- I (T"'l) <Pb<Pl, W. Also, by 
rule <PI I- W, a, <PI I- I (T<bl) - <PI, W. By the cut 
property, a I- l (T<bl) 
the def;Cellde:ll 
was obtained from 
<PI ~ I ) - u .. 
weakening. This inductive T is a 
Ll, l ~ Ll. Hence a I- Ll. 
(ii) proof is similar to that of (i), and of Theorem 
by removing 
a I- l(Tj ) by 
a to 
hA,"\l'A'rrI 1.28 that any abstract consequence operator C is 
also the syntactic consequence operator of some formal proof system. on 
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a given abstract .... Vlll1)c:U 
n\;,,,vV,,, ant€~Celde]lCe operator of some 
operator A is also the 
system. Let I-A denote 
of such a proof 
Given two 
generalvue"H"'''' 
abstract consequence C A, it is not 
a single formal relation 
I- such that C = A = AnI-. if we consider abstract 
are compatible in a sense made precise below, 
IS IS y ... r,",,,,,,.n in Theorem 1 below. 
Definition An ordered pair of abstract operators (C, A) is 
called CUT,ftlJt£HU'te if, for any formula sets r 
~ implies r I-A ~) and (-y I-A 'YI-c 8). 
Definition (C, A) be a pair 
Define the relation by: 
r iJJT I-c 8 and r 
The compatibility condition ensures that the mtersect 
contains at least pairs (r,~) such that r I-c 
such that 'Y I-A 8. 
Definitions 




Anl-CA = A. 
1.30 enable us to define a \..<v",,,"' .... 
a 
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Proof. intersection of any two relations is an 
abstract corlselaUt~n relation. is proved by '-'H'O .... n.JU~ I-CA 
the conditions of Definition 1.17. 
1. Sharing: If r n o then r ~ and r I-A 
Weakening: Suppose r I-CA and r and ~ C ~/. By 
definition of I-CA , r I-c and r I-A ~. By ofe 
r' ~' and r' ~'. ~/. 
• 3. Cut: r,1> ~. By the of 
4. 
rule for and , r 
and A, there 
~l 
r 1 ~o, 
and r 1>, and r I-A 1>, By the cut 
Then r ~ finiteness of e 
subsets ro r 1 of and finite subsets ~o 
r 0 ~o and r 1 I-A by VV<:OCL ... <:O.IJ.JU"", 
5. Uniform substitution: r I-cA ~ e : Lo -t L. Then r 
and r ~. By uniform substitution of e 
e(r) I-A e(~) . ........ ".u. .... " e(r) I-CA e(~). 
the proof that IS a ,",V.1..I.""''-I 
r I-CA I 
r I-c I r 
A, e(r) I-c e(~) and 
1.30) 
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Similarly, 
8 E AnI-CA(6.) iff 8 6. 
iff 8 f-c and 8 f-A 6. (by Definition 1.30) 
iff 8 E (by Definition 1.29). o 
1 A study 
the section, no m€~ntllon was of any particular logic, apart 
L and the ...,..,. .. ,...,."".,.1",,'''' of a '-vU.<:!"'''I 
relation. The with also re-
quires or a model-theoretic description of semantic 
this section I will follow the latter approach 
of a propositional logic, abbrevi-
MCC is a tuple (L, F=MCc), (L) 
is a multiple-conclusion ""~J.n"LJ'v~"" consequence relation with 
consequence on (L) x L. The 
IS 1.37, which that F=MCC is in 
in the sense 1.17. 
Valuations, models and in MCC are 
1.1. IS 
of co-models by (f). 
consequence 
Section 
by M odMCC (r), 
1.32 For any llrr:rlHl.JI.II. f 6. in MCC, is a 
""""""."'''.'"'' of f) written f iff ModMCC ~ CoModMCC (6.). 
In Sections 1.2 and 
and abstractly. These 
consequence relations were defined 
descriptions were .... ;,.l<NV'-,U 













a of proof MCC, since Theorem 1.18 
It is sufficient show that the U,,">,<Uk>.LVL'" ,",VJ""''''''LI 




a matrix '-vU.""''LI 
would be to reformulate Definition 1 as 
relation. One would then apply a IT"'TI"""" 
to 
relations. More specifically, result needed is following: con-
by a finite set of finite (in case 
a single matrix), is a 
The reader can consult (W6jcicki, 1988) 
Theorems 3.1.3 and 4.1.7.) 
~""'~1'~'~~1'M defined in 
more details, in particular 
The property which corresponds to the finiteness property of 
an abstract is that compactness, proved theorem 
1.35. 
Definition 1.33 A logic is called compact if, whenever subset 
a formula r is satisfiable, then so is r. 
Corollary 1.36 the The 
following terminology, which will be U''',,",li,''''"''U in more detail Section 
will come in handy: 
defined by 






r /::;;., r /::;;. iff r u ,+ /::;;. is 











E ru,+Ll) [v (0:) = 
iff r u is unsatisfiable, . o 
Theorem 1.35 MCC is compact. 
Proof. The proof is taken ,..."" .. Tr>n (1972). Suppose every finite subset 
L: is Let of elemenliS L. 
Llo = L:, and for n ~ 0, 
[ 
Lln U if 
Lln+l = . 
Lln otherwise. 
su bset of this IS ] 
every of each Lln is satisfiable. 
finite subset Ll is a subset some 
Proof 
is therefore o ... v."' ..... 
v to a valuation on 
IS 
1.36 If r 
that ro 
proof uses J.../v.UUJlU; 
ro u is satisfiable 
subset of ru...,+ Ll. L:= U 
Then, any ¢, v (¢) = t ¢ E Ll. 
so IS 
exist finite c rand 
rop: for finite ro ~ 
every finite <;; r. finite 
for some finite <;; rand Llo ~ Ll. 
heretoJre L: is satisfiable. By compactness, r U is satisfiable. Hence 
suppose r P: Llo for every 
satisfiable every fini te Llo <;; Ll. any 
is, r u ...,+ Llo is 
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Then ~ some finite ~ r Therefore -, + ~ is 
r u --, + b. is satisfiable. o 
to The converse also Corollary 1.36 uses 
holds: Given a formal "",,'cam and a completeness result, compactness 
can be from I proof 
logic I will IS case. 
route will be followed for the logic MCK, is the topic of Chapter 2. 
Theorem 1.37 There a derivability relation such that, for any 
formula r b. iff r 
We to that the of Definition 1 hold for 
1. Sharing: Suppose r n #- 0. aErn 
3. 
5. 
model a, hence a co-model of b.. 
Weakening: Suppose r 
of r' is a model of rand 
of is a co-model of b.', the 
b. and r ~ r ' 
a co-model of b.. 
follows. 
b. ~ . Any model 
every co-model 
v a LU"-'",,"vL of 
{</>} u v is a co-moael </> or v is 
a b.. If v is a 'CArlHVUvl </> 
a model of r u {</>}. So v is a cO-.moael nereIOlre r ~MCC 
1.36. 
substitution: e : -+ v E Val2 and "I E the 
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vo 0 e to a UVIHVl.HVL v 0 e : L -+ {t, fl. V IS a 
of e b) iff v 0 e is a model I- Suppose I 
model of I is a O. U be a model of e (,), Then U 0 e is 
a I' U 0 e is a model of e (0). U is a model of 
0, e b) e (0). Now f By finiteness, there 
exists finite subsets {/I, ... , In} C f { Oll ... , Om} ~ D. such that 
{,I, ... , In} {01, ... , Om}. definition of a valuation, u is a 
model {,I, ... , In} U IS a of 11/\ ... /\ and u is a co-moael 
of iff u is a model of 01 V ... V Let I = 11/\ ... /\ and 
o = 01 V ... V Om. 0 as above, and therefore e b) e (0). 
o 
The were In 
syntactic consequence operators, Definitions 1 and 1.26 
respectively. 1.28 characterizes these abstract 
the operator 
MCC. the semantic counterpart of the syntactic 
characterization of lVI<,l,",Ul 
Theorem 1.38 any f and 
ModMCC 2 ModMCC (E). 
Proof. CnMCC (r) ~ CnMCC (E). I E CnMcc (f). Then f 
hence, by 1.37, f FMCC I' f is a 
model I' Every model of f is also a model 
f ~ CnMCC (f), the converse also holds. M odMCC 
ModMCC(CnMCC(f)). Similarly, ModMCC(E) = (CnMcc(E)). Now 












Conversely, suppose CnMCC (r) ct. a wff a 
such that a E CnMCC (r) and a 1:. CnMCC (L;). Therefore r a and 
L; a. there is some valuation v such v E M odMCC (L;) hut v 1:. 
ModMCC (a). v 1:. M odMCC (r). (r) M odMCC (L;).D 
Corollary For any formula sets rand L;, (r) CnMCC (L;) iff 
M odMCC (r) = M odMCC 
Thus the logically stn)nlleS system is set of all which has no 
with the logically weakest 
models Valz. 
is the set of 
Let AnMCC denote syntactic am;eC(~aelnCe operator of MCC. The 
-An are not the {p,q} 
and {p, p 1\ hut they are 
Theorem 1.40 any formula sets rand 
CoModMCC (r) CoModMCC (.6.). 
Proof. (r) ~ (.6. ). 
and hence, hy Theorem 1.37, 1 FMCC .6.. co-model I. IS a co-
model of co-model of AnMCC (.6.) is therefore also a of 
.6. ~ (.6.), the converse also holds. CoM odMCC (.6.) 
CoModMCC (AnMCC (.6.)). Similarly, CoModMCC (r) = CoModMCC (r)). 
Now v E CoModMCC v E CoModMCC (r)) CoModMCC 
(AnMCC (.6.)) = ModMCC (.6.). 
(.6. ). a 
that a E nerero:re a FMCC rand 
a ~MCC is some valuation v that v E (a) hut 
v 1:. CoModMCC 
CoModMCC (.6.). 
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Corollary 1.41 For any formula 
CoM odMCC (f) = CoM odMCC 
(f) (Ll) iff 
LJ<.CHU,,"""'U 1.26 co-systems a"""~Vl.UaL'" to explanatory 
co-models Va12, and co-system is the 
the IS 
In example of 
that a .... L.UU>U·vL direct answer 
logic mentI!ont~a 
has no "'V~LJ.J."'-L""'" 
16, this means 
direct answers, 
a answer set allows more answers to a question. 
summaflze, relations on sets described in 
this are: 





M odMCC (f) ~ CoM odMCC (Ll) . 
f iff ModMCC(f) ~ ModMCC(Ll). 
f CoModMCC (f) ~ CoModMcc (Ll). 
as, relations between 
then 
(i) Consequence: f I-MCC Ll iff CnMCC (f) n (Ll) i= 0. 
(f). (ii) Logical 
(iii) f iff AnMCC 
These in useful In Chapter 2 I will 
a refinement of semantic COIJlseC] relation of 1.32. 
4 refinements to the logical strength to a 











hree-valued logics of partial 
knowledge 
In Chapter 1 consequence relations were characterized abstractly, as binary 
on P(L), syntactically, as derivability relations formal 
1.32, the relation 
MCC was ~,-"u,~,~ an of a consequence relation. This relation, or 
rather, single-conclusion restriction, is the standard definition of seman-
tic consequence, both two-valued and for many-valued logics. are, 
however, some natural of this definition, that trivialise two-
valued but are useful in many-valued logics. this I will 
two logics, called MCK and oMCK respectively, that employ a 
notion of consequence. MCK and OMCK are both multiple-conclusion 
three-valued propositional logics on strong 
tables; as such, they are 
tion a proposition 
consequence 
of partial information, 
be to lack 
partial informa-
knowledge or unde-
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""",1-,.,,,.,,,,, formula based on a structure I will a 
truth values. This will be ,--,,-V,VVL III 3, I will 
discuss nAl""''' constructs more 
.1 Background 
Lack of ."..t".,.,'Y'O the of certain ternelllts can be dealt 
with indirectly in classical i)<:;;1J'H">Jl~>'-' account truth (Tarski, 
1931) what it means to say "p is true" or "p is false", but provides 
no way that no information about p is Thus 
statements about lack of information are through 
we do know. A knowledge base which are true; 
nelr!at,lOIls are 
partial information ~U'~U~,~ the iJC;HHU! 
the 
information a more 
to logic. Two 
goal are supervaluations and many-valued >'>vU.HhU 
aa,iJiJC;U (1966; 1969) proposed 
mantic dealing 
may lack a truth 
lack a truth 
truth values to the 
to it. 
tion q V P V 'p is 
p V 'p true. 
tautologies as classical propositional 
with the expression of 
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valuations they are non-truthfunctionaL 
even if p lacks a truth value, but if both p 
value, then so does p V q. 
example, 
q lack a truth 
alternative with gaps, is to introduce a third 
truth value which is on a with classical truth Many Gnrerjent 
have been proposed, ~"'UAOUAUO .1"1""',"''''1'1"1- ",vU.,L''''",'' to the 
third truth value. To name but a are the logics of 
Lukasiewicz (1930), translated in (Lukasiewicz, 1967) (to 
as In 1964)), 
Bochvar (1938), translated in with meaningless sen-
tences), Reichenbach (1944) (to deal with causal anomalies quantum me-
chanics), (1952) (to with 
applied to recursive function theory). 
advent computer and information O"'vU'~'-''' to a num-
of new ex-
ample, logic partial LPF of Blamey (1986) is In ax-
iomatization formal specification system VDM (Barringer et al., 1984; 
Jones, 1986; Gibbins, 1988). LPF is used to reason about program I"r"-,...o,,.t-
involving Blikle (1991), with Konikowska & 
(1991), use a three-valued logic of McCarthy (1967) for the same purpose. 
A three-valued semantics is also to reason about logic 
(Fitting, 1985; 1991b; Liu & 1998), 
(1998) use Kleene logic to provide an operational "C;U,U],ll 
(1991a; 1991 b) cnal~act~erl 
valued by studying their ,-,VU,.:I"',-! 













CHAPTER 2. THRE~VALUED 
Logics with four or more truth 
puterized reasoning. Belnap's 
a standard reference in this rpO"'~,rn 
four-element quasi-Boolean 
(n) and false (f). The intuition 




lattice is called 
to 




four-valued logic has become 
in terms of a 
true (t), both (b), none 
is to indicate which subset 
~y",.", •• ~~ to each atom in a knowl-
truth assignment v assigns no 
b indicating that v assigns both the 





minimum element with rp~:np.r~ 
and band n are incomparable. 
This algebra 8 4 = Hi, b, n, f}, 1\, V, 
following tables: 
1\ t b n f V t b n f 
t t b n f t t t t t 
b b b f f b t b t b 
n n f n f' n t t n n 
f f f f f f t b n f 
uses tables to define a 
turns out that the the relevance 











L x L of FDE is 
r-elerneIlt quasi-Boolean algebra B4 : 
¢ for 
33 
as follows by the 
idea of providing FDE with a four-valued a quasi-Boolean 
algebra (also a Morgan see Definition 1.9), originated with 
Dunn (1966; 1976). number of other relevance logics 
a four-valued ""u ...... uv.,," (Restall, 1995). A Qu[er-ent axiomatiza-
also exist for both the Hilbert style and as a 
(Pynko, 1995aj Font, 1997). 
I have Belnap's exposi-
approximation. On this view, four truth 
f are partially ... rf1lpr~'11 by a knowledge order 
ing to n IS b is the maximum 
element, and t and f are incomparable. This lattice is isomorphic to 
lattice of {t, f}, by set inclusion. Thus the order is one 
~ B4wi~the 
following "'1">1'11'_"" structure, called a bilattice: 
. t 
2.1: The Belnap bilattice 
Following Scott (1970; 1972), Belnap "''''''"Pc;, IS 
to a 
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2.1 An n-ary connective f in a logic characterized by an abstract 
algebra A with corresponding n-ary operation f is monotone with respect to 
a partial order =:;k on elements of A if it the order =:;k. That 
m 
more 
al bb .. " an =:;k bnJ then also f(at, ... ,an) f(b}, ... ,bn). 
the definition no 
with 
respect to the 
intuition behind the monotony 
about the truth of an atom can 
the truth of a compound 
choice of connectives: 1\, V 
knowledge order on the 
(1988) generalized the four-valued 
the truth value 
can result in a 
truth value of 
IS an mcrease 
result in a decrease in 
monotony condition 
...., are all monotone with 
to bilattices with 
values. Arieli & Avron (1996) .I.'<;\..'<;l.1'ol many 
of the four 
based on bilattice different 
an artificial intelligence original mo-
a tool to reason about ilH_VlJl"l" bases. 
A number of since built on his approach, with 






application area of bilattice 
prClf!,numIllIllf!, (Fitting, 1985; Fitting, 1991a; 
1997). 
to three-valued logics, the strong 
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that led to definition of LPF et al., 1984; Blarney, 1986; 
Gibbins, 1988). The logics MCK and OMCK, which I will define in Section 
are to but they have the operations of the 
The logic KL, which I define below, is 
Kleene logic, IS on tables. 
The language of KL is propositional L of Section 1.1. Its 
truth values is {t, u, fl. The abstract KL is 
;::;3 {{t,u,f} ,A, V, with base set {t,u, and operations A, V and..., 
defined by the following tables: 
A t u f 
t t u f 
u u u f 
f f f f 
V t u f 
t t t t 
u t u u 
f t u f 
The partial order with ;::;3 is 





The ;::;3 is of same v""La...., ... as L (see 
symbols can 
v,",V.LVU 1.1). Any as-
;::;3 to 
a homomorphism v : L -+ ;::;3' Va13 the set of all 
vvu·u.vv. to 
relation of KL is Uv"""'-''''' as follows: 
Definition 2.2 Given any formula rand wff 0::, r 0:: for every 
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As in the case the four-valued bilattice, 
be with a second Namely, 
of K3 can 
structure ({ t, u,f},·), with 
the operation by the below, is a 
as defined in 1.6. 
of 
t u f 
t t u u 
u u u u 
f u u f 
order """,,,V\JJUH:;Ll with the 111t:~L··:;~llHll.i:L 
defined by: 
is the WH::UUC order 
a {3 iff a = a . {3. 
the of K3 with both truth order and knowledge 
one obtains following which I will a semi-bilattice: 
-::;1; 
In the next UJ",",Ui'" the model theory and proof 
MCK and both of which are on the three-valued 
""'"'v.vu 2.4 I will on some of these 
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.2 Model theory 
The .. " ... 'GGJJl"::" do not fix a unique In order to do 
we also need a syntactic U""YL""U of conse-
A to a consequence 
the notion a logical matrix. In its simplest form, a 
mined by a matrix which consists of an of same 
similarity as of logic, a set of designated elements. For 
example, the determining matrix of the presented Section 1.1, 
is the (82) {t}}. More a by a 
matrices M. The matrix '-'V.U."'''''-l UUJ.L'VU by M is defined 
as of the consequence relations determined by 
A detailed of can be 
(Wojcicki, 1988). 
Definition 2.3 Let M = (A, D) be a logical matrix. The matrix consequence 
relation determined by M is defined by: 
r iff for any homomorphism v from L to A, 
if v (r) D then v (6.) n ::/= 0. 
Definition 2.4 Let M {(Ai, Di) : i E I} be a 
r iff for every M EM, r 
a with a 
is then defined as in '-'.I. ..... >on .. ""'.I. 
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matrix, a valuation v which a designated to 
a r, is caned a model of r has a model, it is caned 
satisfiable. A <p is called a tautology if it always on a uvC"J:<.1.,LQ 
value, that is, if every is a model of <p. In a logic determined by 
a of M = {(A, Di) : i E I}, v is a model r if it a 
designated value to of r each determining 
that the concept a 111U'Uea 
of M differ. A tautology is similarly UvJ,Ule;u which 
on a uv,,.,,,,'''L'''')vU 
The abstract algebra K,3 U0::;1,111<:;U in the TV"''''',,">, of 
any definition of consequence based on Kleene's strong truth tables. 
Designating t with (K,3,{t}) 
and single-conclusion consequence relation of Definition 2.2. Des-
both t and u yields the paradox LP , 1979), with 
(K,3) u}) 
relation Uv"Ule;u as follows: 
Definition 2.5 r a iff for every valuation v I v (a) E {t, u} whenever 
v (r) {t, 
I will defer a discussion the intuition behind LP until 2.4. 
Let A be any algebra of the same similarity as L, and let ~ 
a partial order on its base set A. Let ValA be of valuations, i.e. 
homomorphisms, from L to pointwise partial order ~ on Val A is 
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on 
an 
The :'5:k on the Belnap ~'i~VV'v'-' 2.1, and that 
Kleenesemi-bilattice of 2.2, are examples of a partial on 
truth values. The on Boolean 
determines classical propositional 
t 
"'.uu .... 'v ... " 2.2 and 2.5 both ignore to some 




latter regards u t as equally true. The truth order gives an indication 
how close a wff is to is lost if a V"'''I-''''v 
elements of the algebra is 
used. truth order in one of two ways: define 
a in the 
of consequence. 
Lukasiewicz (1967) followed the "'>J""'H"" route. To obtain his add a 
-tL to a corresponding operation 
J(3 as follows: 
-tL t u f 
t t u f 
u t t u 
f t t t 
The truth order is Lukasiewicz logic in v (4) -tL 'if;) = t 
v (4)) v ('if;). Unlike the ,"VU.U"''-·V' of KL, is not with .. .,,,nt:>,-T 
to sense of Definition 2.1. My motivation for 
the connectives to monotone with respect the knowledge 
IS as for logic. example, that 
truth values of both Pi and Pi are unknown. according to table 
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say Pi is true. In accordance with the truth table for -+L, this increase in 
information forces a retraction of the fact that Pi -+L Pi is true. Pi -+L Pi 
now becomes undefined. This means that an increase in information about 
atoms causes a decrease in information about certain composite wffs. This 
is not the case with material implication, which is monotone. The property 
of monotony in three-valued logics is studied by Blarney (1986). 
The second option mentioned above, is to use the truth order at the 
meta-level in the definition of a semantic consequence relation. This option 
is followed in Definition 2.7 below. This defines a three-valued multiple-
conclusion logic based on Kleene's strong truth tables, abbreviated MCK. 
This is, in effect, what Belnap did to arrive at the logic FDE as a useful four-
valued logic for reasoning about knowledge bases. A similar relation was used 
by Gibbins (1988) to give semantics to the sequent calculus LPF3. It also 
receives a brief reference in (Avron, 1991b). The minimum and maximum 
truth values in Definition 2.7 are taken with respect to the truth order of the 
logic, with min::;t 0 = t and max::;t 0 = f. 
Definition 2.7 For any formula sets r and ~, ~ is a semantic consequence 
of r in MCK, written r FMCK ~, iff 
(\Iv E Val3) [min::;t {vb): I E r}::;t max::;, {v{<5): <5 E ~}l. 
This yields a logically weaker relation, in the sense of Definition 1.23, 
than that of Definition 1.32. If only classical, two-valued valuations are 
considered, the refinement trivialises, so that Definition 2.7 coincides with 
Definition 1.32. 
Consider again the semantic consequence relations of KL and LP, defined 
in 2.2 and 2.5 respectively. Generalized to multiple-conclusion consequence 











Definition 2.8 Given any formula 
v n{t}:;t0 v (r) ~ {t}. 
Definition 2.9 Given any formula sets rand il, r FLP 
v(il) n {t,u}:;t 0 whenever v(r) ~ {t,u}. 
41 
Since relations ,->V'UvjlU'-' with 
names KL and LP to refer to 
respective multiple-conclusion relations as well as their single-conclusion 
KL LP are (!C3l it}) 
and (!C3, {t, U nUke these a 
matrix, but by both these the sets {t} and {t, u} are 
precisely the proper (defined on page of !C3. MCK could 
...,.LU",.VU obtained from the 
following set 
MMCK = {(!C3 , f) : f is a proper filter !C3 }. 
can be IS a se-
r is 
of IS at 
This is the by Gibbins (1988) 
to define the 
following three theorems compare the logical strength of conse-
of KL, LP and MCC. 
Theorem 10 r 
Proof This follows from 
determined matrices 
iffT il and r 
that the consequence relation of MCK is 












Proof. r FKL Then v (.6.) n {t} -=J. 0 v (r) ~ 
v E Val2 and v E ModMCC(r). Then v(r) ~ {t}, and SInce 
v E Val3, v (.6.) n {t} -=J. 0. v E CoM od 
Theorem 2.12 Ifr .6. then r 
r v(.6.)n{t,u} o whenever v ~ {t,u}. 
Let v E Vah suppose v E M odMCc( r). since v E Val3, v (.6.) n 
{t, -=J. 0. But v (.6.) n {u} = 0 v E Va12. So v n {t} -=J. 0. IS, 
V E CoMod(.6.). 
Coronary 2.13 If r FMCK .6. 
We have to that FMCK is an abstract "VU<""'-I (but 
read the This can as was done 
the FMCC in or, 
relation for MCK, prove Definition is its 
counterpart. It then follows from Theorem 1. that 
consequence consequence relation. I will follow the 
latter 
truth but 
relation can be weakened by incorporating of 
preferential "'Pfl.<;:;eIlTl9Tlfl that are approach 
is followed, for by Arieli & 
as a preference to LH,-'U"'J." considered 
a consequence relation a four-valued semantics. 
N amely, only are :5k-minimal are considered. Thus r en-
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non-monotonic relation, which fails the Wt:iCl.K<:::nlIU!; 
Definition 1.17. behind this approach is that as little knowledge as 
possible about r should assumed. 
Alvarado & (1997) also 1"\",....1"\,..."."£1 the order used 
'v"""".LV'",. this time of a three-valued logic based 
. on Kleene's strong truth tables. Their proposal is that r entails 
model of r is below some .LUV","'-'.L of knowledge idea 
IS r for world u which 
every C;J.C;JLU"'JLJ.~ r is true, there some world which is approximated 
by In of is true. then a modal logic of 
knowledge and with accessibility relation determined 
The knowledge 
quence relation of KL, as 
implicitly Dr(~Sellt the "v.l.'"U.""""'" conse-
shows. 
Theorem 2.14 Given any formula rand 
r "" iff ('Iv E Va13) [ 
{V(t):1 E r} 
{V(t):1E ~k 
{ v (8) : 8 E or] 
{ v (8) : 8 E .6.} . 
Proof. Suppose r .6., and by Definition 2.8, 
v (.6.) n {t} i- 0 whenever v(f) ~ {t}. Suppose {V(t):1Ef} 
{ v (8) : 8 E .6.}. Then { v (t) : 1 E f} = f {v (8) 
8 E .6.} = t. { v (t) : 1 E { v (8) : 8 E .6.}. 
Conversely, suppose (t) : 1 E {v (8) : 8 E 
or {v(t):1 E r} { v (8) : 8 E .6.}. v (f) ~ {t}. 
for both inequalities, { v (8) : 8 E .6.} t. Hence v (.6.) n {t} 
0. D 
.6. is a f KL {v (8) : 8 E not 
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Definition this relation an IU\.,.l'--':''' m 
as sufficient reason for be a ,",,", ... 0...,"1 of r. particular 1 if 
v (-y) = u and v (6) - that 
Definition 2.7 can by taking account the knowledge 
without strengthening it so much that it with the conse-
KL. This is by combining Definition with the 
relation of & mentioned We obtain the following 
relation, describing a logic which I will oMCK: 
Definition For any formula r ~, ~ is a semantic conse~ 
quence of r OMCK, written r ~, iff 
(Vv E Vala) (3w E Vala ~k v) [min {v (I) : 1 E r} St max{w (0) : 0 E ~}] . 
St St 
This .Lv«""I"'U IS "Trr.n.crl'>r than 
the law of the 
not in MCK. On the other hand, it is 
pA pA q. I will 




in oMCK, but 
For '-'.n.~'''L~''V, 
relations until Section 
and oMCK. 
after I have presented proof theory of MCK 
vU.l,u,.l.l. about the name oMCK: 0 is traditionally read as a pos-
terion 
operation. This is also 
It 
____ .,',. {v (6) : 0 E 
is, demand only that 
as 
must some valuation w, is com-
patible with v but possibly more informative, such 
is at as However, as I will show the 
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orem states that relation of OMCK ',,-nU'-A'CL"'O 
relation LP. But, since the ""'<,Li""AA~l"" 
with 
of the two 
logics differ, I not to call oMCK the name LP. 
Theorem 2.16 For formula rand r 6. iff r 
Proof Suppose r ¥QMCK 6.. there some v E Val3 that 
either v ~ {t} (\:fw v) [w(6.)n {t} = 0], or v(r) ~ {t,U} 
(\:fw v) [w (6.) ~ {f}] ~ the latter holds, it follows immediately that 
r 6.. v (r) ~ t. v (6.) ~ {fh it that 
r 6.. Else v (6.) n {u} 0. Pick any w E Val2 such that v '5:k w. 
w (6.) ~ {f}, and, by the monotony the connectives 
w(r) ~ t. r 
Conversely, suppose r JtLP 6.. Then some v E Val3 that 
v (r) ~ {t, u} and v (6.) ~ {fl . ......... AH ... ". by the monotony of the ..... v~~u"''''' 
with respect ;?:k, (\:fw v)[w ~ {f}]. Thus r 
The following summarizes the strength of semantic 
consequence relations discussed and introduced in this and related 
In heOirenlS 2.10 to 2. and 16. 
2.3 Proof theory 
In this "''"' ..... ,,.v~ I will proof systems MCK and oMCK, and prove 
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of Definitions 2.7 and respectively. is not 
OMCK, as existing proof for LP 
to multiple conclusions, but it will be instructive to I"AT1nn<> 
similarly defined proof systems. 
from Theorem 1.18 that a relation I- is an 
"v.I.,,",,'"'''' (as defined in 1.17) if and only if there exists a formal 
with relation 1-. The syntactic derivability relation 
by formal proof system for MCK in 2.17 below, is 
relation. The Completeness Theorem 2.25 
with the semantic consequence relation FMCK 
The proof system for oMCK is similarly defined 




17 The formal proof system of MCK 
rules: 
/ 




/ ..., (p A q) 
/ (pAq) 
8. p,q / p A q 
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proof system above is in of 
connectives. Disjunction and pnCal;l()ll are 
follows: 
¢ V t/J -, ( -,¢ A -,t/J) ; 
¢ ::; t/J - -,¢ V t/J. 
three lemmas illustrate the use of 






as defined in 1.15, 
2.17. 
depict a finite branch in a tree with elements III ... , In, and let 
depict a branch with first element ¢ and final ...... ""U<JJILV t/J. 
2.18 r ¢ A t/J ijjT t- MCK ¢ and r t/J. 
Proof. Left to.right: are 
, ... , In E r , ... , In ¢ A t/J. following are 
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Right to Suppose r r- MCK </J and r 1/J, are 
E and ""lIn E r Ib "" exist 11, .'" 




r that 11, ... , In 




I by rule 8 
</J/\1/J 
o 
r .. (</J /\ 1/J). Then exist , .. " In E 







Right to Suppose r r-MCK there 11, ... , E r such 

















by 6 I I by rule 7 
-.( ¢> /\ 'I/J) -.( ¢> /\ 'I/J ) 
.... LULU ...... 2.20 For any wJJs ¢> 
disjunction Proof. By '-UULLLLU. 
the right-hand as follows: -.. /\ -..¢» t-MCK -. ( ¢> /\ -,'I/J) 
and ¢> /\ 
Left to ¢> t-MCK 'I/J. following are proof 
-.( ¢> /\ -.¢» ¢> /\ -.'I/J 
/~by 9 1- rule 4 
f -.¢> ~ 
assumption I I rule 6 : -by I I ;p I -.( ¢> /\ -..'I/J) t- by rule 5 by 2-1 
-.1jJ 
by rule 7 I I-by 8 
'I/J/\ -,( ¢> /\ 
to left: Suppose -, ( ¢> /\ -.(¢>/\ and ¢> /\ -,'I/J t-MCK 'I/J /\ 
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cP 1- by rule 2 
-'-'cP 
1 by rule 7 
Ii. -'cP) 
: - by assumption , 
-o( cP A -o1f;) 
/ '" - by rule 9 
-oq; V; 





used heorem 2.25. proofs of L.lvLLULJl'" 
50 
o 
and are on "H,u.U<l>L nrf1.rlT<l in (Urquhart, 1986). 
first, I introduce some new 
Definition 2.21 Let I- any A 
r is called I--inconsistent there exists a cP such that r I- cP and r I- -'cP. 
Definition 2.22 I- be any abstract consequence relation. A formula set 
r is called I--prime if, any formula ..6. such that r I- there is some 
element cP E ..6. that r I- cPo 
can also formulated as follows: 
Definition A Pfl1IP'r/,r-P relation is called if, for 











Which formulation of ma depends on how one 
wants apply it. In some proofs, an a formula set r a 
Definition 2.22 is 
appropriate. 
f, is 
such as Lemma the 
consequence relation is called making 
any formula sets r there is a 
""',7TO"''''' 1-* such that r }t* 8. 
Proof the family F ,",~U'VH.'U" that are 
logically stronger than I-E F, r}t 8. By 
This 
also F, so by Zorn's "","uuU'''', a uU',.h.UUU~ eleme:nt. Let 1-* 
such a un"JuJ.u,;u v~vHn.,u I will show that 1-* is r-prime. Suppose it is not. 
by finiteness, there a finite of wffs E such that r 1-* but 
r a a E E. let relation of 
the proof "",aplrn obtained by a,U'LUJ.Jl .... the proof r /1/J to 
1-*. By maximality of 1-*, r h 8. I will show that every from r 
inference rules , is also a proof tree from r u {'I/J} using inference 
rules 1-*. It then follows that 'I/J 
proof is by induction on the of the proof tree. For 
proof r a which consists a leaf node a. 
a IS (that is, a E or a is the conclusion a proof rule 
with an set, or the set r is empty a = 1/J. In all 
tree is also a proof of 'I/J a. 
that every proof tree r using inference of 
than n nodes, is a proof from r u {'I/J } of 











T. By induction hypothesis, this is a proof of r, 'if; f-* 
for r T can grow three (i) a 
to a of f-* a and (iii) 
by r /'if; to a branch. I will that each 
a valid expanSIOn for r, 'if; T. 
what follows, A denotes a leaf in a proof tree. T - A denotes the formula 
set T { A} if there is only one leaf labelled A, and T if there is more 
one leaflabelled A. (i) Appending a A, will III a 
tree r A, '1 'if; T can expanded 
the same way. (ii) Applying any proof r /'if; to a branch 
with A of tree, will result a proof tree r h T - A, A. The same 
can be the r, 'if; T, resulting a proof proof 
tree r, 'if; T A, A. (iii) Applying the rule r /'if; to a branch with 
leaf A, appends 'if; to branch. The resulting is a proof of r h T )., 'if;. 
r u {'if;} , 'if; f-* T can 
the same way, resulting a proof of 'if; f-* T A, 'if;. 
shows that step whereby a proof tree from r fewer n 
nodes can be expanded, using Tpl'pnf'p rules of 1 IS a valid step the 
vAIJ<UJ'';",,'U of from r u {'if;} using inference rules of 
a for r,'if; 
...., .... ',""'u.uF, r :E, we obtain r f-* il,:E, and r 'if;,il,:E {'if;}, 
by weakening r, 'if; il, we obtain 'if; f-* :E - {'if;}. By cut 
r il,:E-{'if;}. ""'''"F,UUL'''UV for all a: E :E, we get r f-* il, a 
contradiction. 
sets rand il. 
Proof. All 
be checked 
proof rules are """'-'LU"U~O of , as can easily 













v ( ¢ 1\ 'IjJ) = I, so v (¢) = I or v ( 'IjJ) = J. v ( -.¢) = t or v ( -.'IjJ) = t. 
Next, v I v (-.'IjJ) I. Then v(¢) = t v('IjJ) = t. So 
v (¢ 1\ 'IjJ) = t. Hence v (-. (¢ 1\ 'IjJ)) J. is contained in 
r J.LMCK D.. I will 
exists a r-prime con~3eQU 
va : La -t {t, I} as 
t (r f-* p r J.L* -.p) , 
va (p) = I iff (r -'p and r J.L* 
u 
va a <.UU."""HJ.LJ V E Vals. I by on length 
of wffs that, for any wff ¢, 
t (r ¢ r 
v (¢) I iff f-* -.¢ and r ¢), (2.1) 
u otherwise. 
Suppose the for all with than n Let 
¢ a wff with at ¢ By 
hypothesis, claim for 'IjJ. 
t iff v ('IjJ) I, 
v (-.'IjJ) I v('IjJ) t, 
u 
t iff (r r J.L* 'IjJ), 
- I iff (r 'IjJ and r 
u 
t iff (r ¢ and r -.¢) , 
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claim therefore holds cp. cp = 1jJ A e, where the number 
in 1jJ e are than n. By induction 2.1 
holds for e. Therefore, 
v (1jJ A e) = t iff v ( 1jJ) t and v (e) = t 
(r 1jJ r -,1jJ ) (r e r 
r 1jJ A e and r -,1jJ, 
iff r 1jJ A e and r ,PL* -, A e) . 
O"'''''JllU last above follows by Lemma 2. the 
last follows by 2.19. 
v (1jJ A e) = f iff v ( 1jJ ) f or v (e) = f 
-,1jJ r ,PL* 1jJ) or (r r 
r 1-* -,1jJ, -.e r 1jJ A e 
1-* or r e) (r ,PL* 1jJ or r 
iff r -, (1jJ A e) r ,PL* 1jJ A e. 
third line above follows by the property and Lemma 2. The last 
some further l1nro,...,;:,o:> first that r is 
r r 1-* or r ,PL* e. 
r 1jJ or r 1-* Next, that r is 
r 1jJ A e implies r 1jJ or r e, and hence r 1-* -,1jJ or r ,PL" 
r Similarly, r ,PL" 1jJ A e implies r ,PL" 1jJ or r 1-* -,e. r 
and r 1jJ A e together 1-* -,1jJ or r e) and (r ,PL" 1jJ or r -,e). 
U~UHn. 2.1 holds for all 
I will now that r JtMCI< .6.. are two cases. Case 1: r is 
consistent. cp E r. By the sharing property, r I-MCK cp, and r cp. 











of ,r ¥* therefore r ¥* 1/J. 2.1, v ¥- t. Thus, V¢ E r, 
v(¢) = t and V1/J E tl" v(1/J) t. 
Case r is Let ¢ E By r I-MCK ¢, hence 
r ¢. By 1, v (¢) f. Let 1/J E tl,. By I-*, r tl" 
therefore r ¥* 1/J. Since r is I-*-inconsistent, r 1-* 1/J, and r 1-* -.1/J. 
v (1/J) = f· 
o 
01'.01-1"1,1'0 v(1/J) = f. Thus V¢ E v(¢) ¥- f and V1/J E 
"'1'<>1· ..... 1'<> r tl, . 
tl,' tl, 
property: 
1.17 the finiteness property an abstract 
I- that r I- iff finite ~ r 
I- tl,'. of MCK O<kVHJ~"~" this 
Corollary 2.26 MCK satisfies the finiteness property. 
Proof. Tree proofs are by definition. The result follows the Com-
pleteness Theorem for MCK and Theorem 1. 






2. p / -'-'p 
3. / p 
proof ""C1CPTrl 
c",,,,<>rn and 'vVllLIJL<;;; 
only 
OMCK, which was U"'1111'<:;U 
oMCK that 
is the 
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4. pA q / p 
5. p A q / q 
6. ""'p / ...., (p A q) 
7. / -, A q) 
8. p,q / p A q 
LOGICS 
UU\,VL""'U and material implication are introduced as for MCK. 
2.18, all hold if IS • They are nrn", ... " 
the same with 
Lemma 2.28 r I-OMCK cP A1/; r I-OMCK cP and r 1/;. 
Lemma 2.30 For any formula 
r -prime consequence relation 
rand L)., if r 
extending such that r ¥* 
2.31 For any formula sets rand r I-OMCK L). iff r 




for proof 1. v E Va13. 
{v (r) :, E 0} t by definition. If v (q) = t or v (q) = f, let 
w = v. Then max~t {w (q) ,w (....,q)} = t. if v (q) = u, w = v except 
w(q) = t. Then v w and {w(q),w( ...... q)} t. Therefore 
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that r ¥* a function Vo : 
2.25, and Lnr-r",r>r1 Vo to the valuation of 
-+ {t, u, f} exactly as Theorem 
¢ E .6.. 
r f-* oJ. 0/, 




Therefore, by the primeness f-*, r -,¢. 
so r ¥* ¢. 
equation 2.1, v (¢) f. 
{ v ( ¢) : ¢ E .6.} = Let w v. of 
of w ( ¢) = f. Now ¢ E v (¢) = t or 
v (¢) u. is therefore no w v such that {v (¢) : ¢ E r} ::;t 
this section, I pr~~seJtlted proof systems for the MCK and <>MCK, 
and proof systems """.LU~.L" each closely, the 
only being in the first axiom. There are two other closely 
proof systems: Replacing aXIOm Definition 2. by 
1. p, -,p/q 
yields a proof for while the aXIOm m 
1995a) for a dltterellt 
Hilbert style ... .n..'-'UJ, ... v,.u ... ""VU point. ) we 














In this section, I discuss some interesting and useful properties of MCK and 
OMCK, notably of defined below. roots 
of contemporary paraconsistent logic to the of 
(1910), translated in (Lukasiewicz, 1971), VasiPev (1910) and JaSkowski 
(1948), (JaSkowski, 1969). the 1950's, 
terns paraconsistent have been defined. collection 
""",,1."1'." on the Inconsistent (Priest et al., 1989) surveys 
aC()uSlStl~nt logic until 
Recall Definition 2.21 that a formula r is inconsistent if 
exists a wff ¢> such that r I- ¢> and r I- -.¢>. In classical logic, are no 
inconsistent deductive systems; the only 
That if r is inconsistent, 
has is called explosive. 




as u'-' .... "" .... 
Definition A logic is if there exist inconsistent 
formula that are not =Cn -equivalent to L. ' 
proof-theoretic aim paraconsistent logics is a framework 
for about systems that may inconsistent. Well-known 
Let X = {x: x ~ Then both X E X nc()uslstlenC:IeS also 
have be with in legal Formalisms such as 
theory change (which I will in Chapter 5) deal with H.lvV.lHl·.l" 
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located. Paraconsistent on the hand, reason non-explosively 
I will call a H/'-"'fl.,,'I.)".f<'TIl if a wff <fo 
provides a 
that 
dual <for- The definition 
of paraconsistency. 
Definition 2.33 A logic is called pathological if exist 
formula that are not to 
Paraconsistency pathologicality are absence of 
certain rules. a (multiple-conclusion) paraconsistent logic, 
is not a valid of mtcerelrlCe while a pathological logic, 
0/q, 
IS a valid This class explosive, patho-
logical 
and MCK and FDE the pathological logics. 
There are paraconsistent 
tables. are Sobocinski logic (Sobocinski, 1952), 
truth 
logic of paradox 
LP (Priest, 1979; 1987) , the 
Dunn, 1986), the 
logics OMCK and MCI{ ,", .... ,un",", 
by a three-valued 
(Anderson 
(Avron, 1986), and 
2. All these logics, except 
in which the third truth 
MCl( is not by a 
(JC31 D) it is n1".>r''''',..1" .... 'n of the 'vVH.;:>"'\,l 
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Quoting (1974), Arieli and Avron ( that no 
which IS 
paraconsistent. It is not 'standard', but I assume 
these are truth tables. would make 
extension CO.2 of calculus (da 
Mortensen, 1989), which truth is not 
non-standard. However, MCK still provides a counter-example to and 
LP was introduced to accommodate logical paradoxes 1979). 
include the paradoxes, such as .U .. U"O".H paradox, 
wff in LP can be and the as 
(and not true), or paradoxical (both 
and false). yields a three-valued logic on truth 
but third value a as 
opposed to being undefined or undetermined. a paradoxical wff is true 
(as well as truth value in 
The relation and multiple-
relation OMCK 
was defined I showed that LP OMCK are 
In the same. although the intuition two 
differ, obtained LP, apply OMCK. 
MCK is pathological, in the sense of Definition an incon-
formula set, all follow. this respect, MCK 
,",o,""un.""" the RM (Anderson Belnap, 1975). 
Theorem 2.34 any inconsistent formula r and classical tautology 
<PI r <p. 
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tology can be 
can't true. 
MCK. By inconsistency of f, 
f <I> by Definition 
{v (,) : , E f} 
D 
un,uv<VLJ.",-< on 38, in a determined by a class of matrices, 
a tautology is a wfI which is a designated value by each valuation 
each ,-<""voLJLL"'.U So in OMCK, a tautology is a wff which is never 
false, and in KL MCK, a IS a is always 
Neither KL nor MCK have any tautologies, since valuation which ~~~"b"~ 
value u to all sentential symbols, will also the value u any wfI. 
In OMCK, the situation is bleak. The ~'-'u ....... ~ result 2.31 assures 
us a if and only if it is a 
orem 2.35, 
in OMCK is always Clesa~Illa 
in (Priest, 1979) LP, further assures us that OMCK has 
h<>rw""rYI 2.36 shows that 'U~"V~A.A"" same as 
implication oMCK can as a "'-'iJli<"'i"L~''-' vU'""U"LHi'~Li" 
Because MCK is pathological, it is not possible to '-'VAUA'-' a connective in 
MCK which functions as a semantic if -t is intended 
as an then should hold. 
<I> -t 'IjJ. And IS 
to a 
2.35 oMCK and MCC have same tautologies. 
Proof. tautology in LP is a tautology MCC, the latter has a 
relation. 
<1>. (Vw EVaI2) [w(<I» = t]. Let v E Val3. 
v w some wE Va12) and w (<I» = t. 
Theorem 2.36 Given any formula 
f, <I> f- OMC~ 'if; then f f- OMCK <I> :J 'if;. 











Suppose r, ¢ r--OMCK '1/;. By proof 1, ¢, By 
¢ r-- OMCK -'¢, 'I/; and r r-- OMCK ¢, '1/;. r r--oMCK 
Lemma 2.29, r r-- OMCK -, (¢ t\ -''1/;). of r r-- OMCK ¢ :::::> '1/;. 
In PC, a formula set is consistent if only if it has a modeL The 
trademark of paraconsistent 
models. Theorems 2.37 and 
IS inconsistent formula sets can have 
consistency in oMCK and MCK re-
to a \.u...,,,,vu which makes every ,-,",,-,,,n .• Ll r 
true. 
Theorem 2.37 A r oMCK is consistent only 
some v E Val3 such that v ~ {t}. 
Proof Suppose r is HL~,VU.'H" that is, suppose there exists a 
that r r-- OMCK ¢ r v be any valuation. v (r) ~ {i}, 
v(¢) = i and v (-,¢) i, which is impossible, since v(¢) = i v 
Therefore r rz {i}. 
f· 
Conversely, 
that v (r) ~ {t}. 
is not so. 
consistency 
r is I will construct a valuation v 
{-,¢ : ¢ E r}. Then r J.L OMCK 
¢I! ••• , ¢m E such that r 
r r-- OMCK -'¢1 t\ ... t\ -'¢m. 
h"',.pt ........ '" r J.L OMCK ~. 
suppose this 
"",¢m' By 
r r-- OMCK -'¢i, 
contradicts the 
Let at, a2, ... an enumeration of all wffs a 
sets ro, rb ... , 
r, 
[ 
ri U {aHd if r i , 
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f' be all the in this 
I will IS as defined 
in 2.23. Suppose f' is Then exists some I; that 
f' I; but there is no el€:mEmlJ U E I; such fl f- OMCK u. 
there finite I;o C I; that f' f- OMCK Say I;o {Ul, ... , Un}. 
is maximal to the ~ 
fl , for each Uj E finiteness, 
that f') f- OMCK ~o. following is a proof. tree for f' f- OMCK 
~o {db "'j dm }. This contradicts the assumption that f' is not 
f' , , , 
JJ<:;llU.C, a function Vo : -t {t, u, f} as 
t (f' f- OMCK P and J.L oMCK ....,p) , 
Vo (p) = f f' J.L OMCK p) , 
u otherwise. 
Vo to a valuation v E As 
be by induction on number of in a 
wff ¢, 
t (f' f- oMCK ¢ -.¢) , 
v(¢) = f J.L OMCK ¢) 1 
u 
'1 E f. Since fl and ""''1 E ~, v h) = t. Hence v 
as 
) where 
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One of the 'nice-to-have' properties of MCK and OMCK that I 
will use 3, is all are with re-
to a consequently, 
both MCK and oMCK are expressively incorrtplde. That is, there are some 
truth tables that are by any wff there 





I t can easily 
by the addition of the 
complete 





language L has. to enriched wi th 
a non-monotonic connective such as the u:v",.,,--uu.,","" operation of 












An algebraic perspective 
content of chapter is described the title of thesis, 
(>TT?11'1-(> and propositional systems. More 
with power constructs Tarski's calculus of deductive systems. 
it 
it 
are as operations and relations on some 
n..-""",.,. set P (A), from some COITe~;ponal 
set A. The deductive systems was already 
III preface, and alluded on 15. It is topic 
main result of Section 3.2 is Theorem 3.20, which characterizes the 
of a logics as a power algebra. 
3.3 I I the 
I apply MCK 
of 
a lattice of meanings. I also show 
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In Section 3.5, I "".." .. ,.., a simulation 1"\01-u,",,,::,,.., formula sets in two 
as a power """"I,lVU. of the pointwise order on 
3.1 Power constructs 
Let A be any power set P (A) a Boolean 
(P (A) ,n, Un, with operations and 





each operation j '-''''.LU''-,,-, on A gives 
on P (A). 
Definition 3.1 j : An -+ A and 
(A) is 
is thus essentially a study of the 
operations on P (A), 
power j+ 
, ... , C A. Then j+: (At-+ 
E : (3Xl E ) ... E y]}. 
Similarly, any n + 1-ary relation r on one can \.,I.", ... ,,", an 
power operation on P (A). 
Definition 
P (A) is 
Given any relation r on a 
relation r+ on (A). In particular, 
relation is '-''-'J.''.I.\ ... \.,I. as follows: 
, ... , ~ A. Then 
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Definition 3.3 r ~ A2. The power of r is the relation c 
p(A)2, defined by: =rcin I where 
(XI, X 2) E rci iff (VXl E )(3X2 E ) [(Xl, X2) E r], and 
(Xl> X 2 ) E iff (VX2 E X 2 ) (3Xl E Xd [( Xll X2) E r] . 
The relations r; and are called weak 'I'lfl71!pr 
For set of power 
algebra of A is a Boolean algebra over P (A), endowed with the nA'.,,,,,, 
at ions in addition usual set-theoretic operations. power 
A is written (A) = (p (A), n, U,', {f/ LEI)' 
A relational structure (A, {rdieJ) consists of the set A with set of re-
","v.ALL'-,,"," on it. algebra of IS 
Boolean algebra (p (A) , U/ , {r I} ieJ) , with the power opera-
tions {rl} , addition to the usual operations. Jonsson & 
iEJ 
(1951; 1952) investigate the of Boolean algebras 
with additional (additive) operators, abbreviated BAG's, the power algebra 
a relational structure an example of a BAG. VU"'':>'VU (1993) a 
more ""'f""'T'Ic survey of field. Power Q,Lj<.'C;IJ.I. are also r",T"r"''''r! to as com-
for 1979; Goldblatt, 1989), 
application 
In <,UL<,UVF;Y one can 
power structure a structure (A, {ri}iEJ)' This is the 
(P(A), {rtLEJ) , power set (A), with power 
.I.<::;l':;H".Jllil {rt LEJ defined on it. 
use power relations is relatively new, 
(Smithson, 1971), where they are fixed point theory, (Plotkin, 1976; 
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they a first 
gation into of power Gratzer Whitney 
(1984). Brink gIves an structures and ap-
plications, establish some universal-algebraic The 
will be later this 
""n .. '''''""", 3.4 (Brink, For 'HIlI"Il'fn A and 
over A, is a congruence relation over P (A) . D 
Theorem 3.5 (Brink, 1993) For any algebra A and congruence relation 
over the power algebra 




the quotient algebra AI £::! is isomor-
the power algebra respect to 




to the operations of 
1986). such application is Hyperboolean Modal 
axiomatized by Goranko & Vakarelov (1999). 
of of forms a power 
UVLlC;a.H algebra. The modalities HBML rn • .,...",nr.n 
this algebra. Goranko & 
an 
the 
semantics for HBML. 
applications of nrn""' .... 
which is the 
of Chapter 5. 
of 
show that hyperboolean algebras provide 
are in the "'v~J'L<,UJl"J 
verisimilitude & 
In change, which is the 
In (Brink et al., 1993) power constructs are generalized to fuzzy power 
constructs. In 
function of a 
set theory, introduced by LJ",\.l\CU (1965), the 
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set A to the For y E p,x indicates ex-
or to which z is an element of X, (y) = 1 
y is definitely a member P,x (y) = 0 that y is 
a member of X. A set X is characterized by the property that 
~ {0,1}. Let Pj (A) the fuzzy set of A. The set 
principle Dubois 1980) 
3.1 a CflSp power 
3.6 Let f : -+ A and Xl, ,." C The crisp 
f+ : P j (At -+ (A) is defined by 
(y) = (xI) , : f(xl, ... , 
set extension principle can be to 
and power operations relations on Pj(A). The generalization em-
set theory, U~,'''viJ a-cuts: fuzzy 
",-",;",aUH p on A 
'U.v .. iL"' .... by: 
a E [0,1]' the is a crisp binary relation 
on 
3.7 Let p 
on Pi (A) is 
If p is a crisp relation, 
{(x,y) : p,p y);:::: 
a fuzzy binary 
by: 
= sup 
on . The 
}. 
Further, if p is a operation, it coincides with 
3,6, with Definition 1 on crisp sets. 
complement ROt on A: 
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The following relation not coincide that of Definition but it 
Definitions 3.6: 
inf {a: }. 
sets and research field, with a journal 
presented power 
counterparts a natural further investigation, 
not diverge in 
following are 






Definition 3.8 f:A-'7B a homomorphism. The kernel of f, 
written (1) , defined by 
ker (1) b)EAx :f(a) f(b)}. 
Theorem 3.9 liOmClm()rp Let f : A -'7 B be a 1111"11111"111.1 
phism onto B. Then there is an isomorphism i : AI ker (1) -'7 B defined 
by flO v, where v : A -'7 AI (1) is the natural map defined by 
v ( a) = a I ker (1) . 
Theorem 3.10 Second J."VllJVl.p"''''U.o. Theorem. rand s are 
is an 
on A, and r ~ the map h : (Air) I (sir) -'7 Als, 
h ((air) I (sir)) als 
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3.2 The calculus of systems 
Tarski (Tarski, 1930a; Tarski, 1930b; Tarski, defined his of 
as part an l(!al;lOn into 
irreducibility, com-
and atomicity of """"'PTTl A Tarskian system is in terms 
of an abstract ,",VU,Q,",U operator 1 as 1.19. The set 
IS the 
Tarski does not the language the logic, but I will assume that the 
L~U.",~'~,..,.~ is L, as defined Section 
Definition (Tarski, 1935) Tarski of deductive systems is 
an algebra ({Cn(r): f ~ L},·,+, ), such that, for any systems <I> w, 
<I> Cn ({ -,a}) . 
calculus (deductive) systems as noted, closely related to 
an algebraic version of intuitionistic logic. It is in fact a Morgan 




1.9). The addition of an operation:::::> ","'-'Lun.,,,," by 
(u : Cn(<I»· 
q;;L 
(f) ~ (1!i)} ) 
algebra 1.1 ,which is the 
Definition 1.25 divides (L) into 
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is therefore a one-one correspondence between elements of the calculus of 
systems, and elements of P (L) / =Cn. 
The positive fragment of the calculus of systems is obtained by drop-
ping the negation operation. This yields the algebra ({ Cn (r) : r C;;; L} , " +), 
called the positive calculus of systems. Brink & Heidema (1987) define a cer-
tain power algebra which is isomorphic to the positive calculus of systems in 
classical propositional logic. This result is published in (Brink & Rewitzky, 
1999), and generalized in Theorem 3.20 below. 
As I mentioned in Section 1.1, the language L can be viewed as an ab-
stract algebra, with operations 1\, V and '. As such, it has a power algebra 
(P ( L) , 1\ +, V+, ,+), with power operations 1\+, V+ and ,+. Following Defi-
nition 3.1, these power operations are defined as follows: 
Definition 3.12 For any formula sets rand E, the power connectives 1\+, 
V+ and -,+ are defined by: 
-,+r 
{4> 1\ ¢ : 4> E rand ¢ E E} ,-
{ 4> V ¢ : 4> E rand ¢ E E} i 
{-'4> : 4> E r} . 
Definition 3.13 (Pynko, 1995a) Given any consequence operator Cn, the 
property of conjunction, PC, is defined as: 
For all 4>, ¢ E L, Cn (4) 1\ ¢) = Cn (4), ¢). 
The property of disjunction, PDf, is defined as: 
For all r u {4>, ¢} C;;; L, Cn (r, 4> V ¢) = Cn (r, 4» n Cn (r, ¢) . 
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1. Cn( •• ¢) Cn(¢); 
Cn (¢ V tP)) = Cn ('¢ A ,tP); 
3. Cn (. (¢ A tP)) = (.¢ V 
Lemma 14 (Pynko, 1995a) Logic Degree Entailments, 
is the weakest satisfying PC, P DI and 
Lemma 3. (Pynko, 1995b) The Logic of Paradox, LP, zs strongest 
paraconsistent logic satisfying and PDM. 




6 by 8 of LJ\cH.H1 Then ¢, tP 
6. ¢ A tP t-MCK 6 by 
o 
5. 
Next, suppose r, ¢ V tP t-MCK 6. 2, ¢ 6, 
r, ¢ t- MCK • (-.¢ A 'tP). the definition disjunction, ¢ t- MCK ¢ V tP. 
¢ By a similar CkLf'.UUL ..... U 
6. 
¢ V tP t-MCK ¢, tP. By 
6. .o ... .of· ........ .o MCK .,u,,"JI"U'_~ PDL 
PDM (1) follows 2 3. (2) 
definition of disjunction as well as rules 2 3. 
discussion on that proof 
2.17 are MCK and FDE. are 
in the proof Lemma 3.16, it also constitutes a proof 
satisfy and PDM. 
(3) follow from the 
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3.17 Given any consequence 
PDf) and formula sets rand 
Cn satisfies PC 
(ii) Cn(rl 
Proof The follow from property, and PDt 
18 For any consequence operator satisfying 
is a congruence relation on algebra (P (L), , V+) . 
have to 
Suppose Let <P E 
Then <P E Cn U l:d by Ut;;llllllO, 3.17. 
such that <P E Cn (ro U 
<P E Cn (r 2 U <P E Cn 
. By a 
Therefore r 1 A+ =Cn r 2 A+ 
suppose 7j; E 
Lemma 3. Therefore 7j; E Cn (r2) n 
heretoJre Cn V+ ) ~ Cn argument, v+ 
Cn(rl v+ ). Therefore r 1 
The incidentally, nr",.,,,,,.,,,,,, power Uv~"""VAV" in all 
logics. in PC {p,p A q} =pc {p A q}, but {""p, -, (p A q)} is 
to (p A q)}. is not in O'pn,p".<> a 
relation over (P (L), V+ -,+) , , . 
Since =Cn is a congruence on (P (L)) ) V+), we may quotient 
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'-''''''''''''"'0 in P ( L). I will to a theory f as shorthand for the 
"".l':;:;Jl.l...,'" class f. 
Definition 3.19 The algebra of theories in a logic with 
Cn is the structure 




[r] A+ [E] -
[f] [E] v+ 
a .:>>AU.U"",. result for PC by 
operator 
and join 
Theorem 20 Let be any operator PC and PDf. 
is an order-reversing isomorphism between the positive calculus of 
({Cn(f): f ~ L},·,+) and algebra of (L)/ =Cn 
,A+, V+). 
Proof Cn is an 
calculus of 
responding to joins 
(P ( L) , A + , ) the 
with meets (P (L), ) cor-
in ({ C n (r) : f ~ L},·, The algebra of 
(P(L)/ V+) of Definition 3.19 is quotient algebra of 
out under the ker-the power algebra (L) , A +, V+), obtained by 
nel of Cn. Homomorphism 3.9) "'.,."""" .... " applies. 
& Heidema (1989) show that the positive calculus 
PC is lOVl.UV.l 
struction. 
to an obtained via the LJHJluvJ . .lUU 
..... "'~.~ .. J'.l.l 1.1 that the Lindenbaum algebra 
con-
PC is a 
of wffs (L/ A,V,-"O,l). 
C",C;JU.'-'''' relation ~PC was UC;lHL';;;U In of the seman-



















defined in terms syntactic relation 
on .cpc then becomes syntactic 
< a p. 
a (as "''''uu'''''' 1.13) .cpc• 
the elements ""H;OJl ..... ", vu.o"o,",o of wffs, we 
union over F of its '-'L"J'U"J.UO. This yields a formula set U (F), 
U( = U x. 
xEF 
and 3.22 show that we may think of as rel>re:senltmlg 
systems. 
Proof. 
~1' ... , ~n 
x ~ z. 
For any filter the formula U (F) is deductively 
gwen any closed formula r, the set r / 
11'Yr.n,.,,,, U (F) I-pc 'I/J. finiteness, 
'I/J. Therefore ~1 1\ ... 1\ ~n 'I/J . ................ ['I/J] E F. So 'I/J E U (F). 
the second of the lemma, "y}. Let 
: "Y E r}. show that Suppose x E and 
x = b] some"Y E r z 
[<5] E F. Next, [all , ... , [am] E Let y = 
"Y 
1\ ... 1\ 
1\ ... 1\ am]. Then a1, ... , am E r, and 
yE 
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Proof Let f be deductively closed formula 
x = r. let F be III 
([aJ : a E U(F)} = {raJ: a E UXEF 
III Then U (f/ 
U (F)/ 
79 
"'"'''''''0''''' 3.23 (Gericke, 1963) The of of a distributive lattice is 
a distributive lattice under inclusion. o 
Since IS a LlV' • .Hv<hU A, V) is a 
By IS a distributive Let 
denote Lpc. The 
,n, +). Its meet n 
tersection of two its a the 
union of filters. Its bottom element is filter {[I]}, consisting only 
tautologies, L/ 
(Brink (3 (L, A, V) a distributive Theorem 
tice. Then and joins in the lattice (F , n, are power 
operations of joins and meets in (L, A, V). zSJ 
n 
+ F /\+ G. 
Theorem 3.25 (Brink (3 Rewitzky, 1999) calculus of systems 
({ Cnpc(f) : f ~ L} ,', +) is isomorphic the distributive filter lattice 
(L/~pc), V+,/\+). 
formula set f ° is called a for f if (fo) = Every formula 
to fo, is also a base for f. If there a which is =nr'-<:;u 
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correspond to principal In lattice, axiomatizable 
is, filters a algebra finitely axiomatizable 
h"' ... "''t ..... , .. '" isomorphic to the filter lattice. 
A third the positive calculus of in PC is 
the of the Associate with each formula set f of 
Modpc(f) , call this the meaning of f. have the 
same meaning if and only if they have same deductive closure, 
after factoring under this equivalence, a one-one 
elements of P (L ) / meanings 
= {Modpc(r) : f ~ below assures us that ''''-'~.LU 
sets PC are intersection unIon, that of 
the takes any formula set to meaning is a homomor-
phism. 3.27 Homomorphism Theorem 
that the power of theories of Definition IS to 
the distributive of 
Theorem For any formula sets fl; fz E (A), 
Modpc (f A+~) Modpc (f) n Modpc 
(f v+ ~) Modpc U Modpc (~). 
Theorem 3.27 The algebra of theories (P (L) / A + , V+) is isomorphic 
to distributive lattice of M pc (Mpc ) n, u). 
3.3 algebra of LP 
calculus in LP is ({CnLP (f) : f ~ L},', 
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"" ...... ' .. "" ...... 3.28 There is an between the posi-
tive calculus of ,.,+) and algebra of 
(P(L)/ ). 




on 32, are as algebras based on a De Morgan lattice. 
Morgan lattices central to of relevance De 
Morgan lattices are also central to 
both UU'''"'''O"", namely 








1.1 and are HV.'U""',lU'.H the 






this algebra is 
Morgan K.3 
variety of 
Theorem 3.29 (Kalman, 1958) The variety of Kleene lattices is generated 
by the three-element algebra 0 
(1995b) LP algebraically 
construction outlined Section 1.1 not OU,lJl,lvv 
algebraic characterization LP, 
alence of wffs in LP is a 
ample, p 1\ V --.q) ~LP but it is not 
relation of semantic equiv-
on the free word algebra L. For ex-
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Blok Pigozzi (1989) give a very 
a logic, which encompasses Lindenbaum/Tarski 
algebraization of 
Informally, 
a derivability relation I-- is 
algebras such that I-- can 






of IS In of the Leibniz 
Definition 3.30 Let be an algebra and F C A. The Leibniz operator 
f2A maps of the base A relations on A. Namely, 
f2A (F) is congruence relation on A compatible with F in the 
following sense: 
(Va, (3 E A) a E and (a, (3) E f2A (F) then (3 E 
3.30 is obtained as a theorem (Blok & 1989), 
can as definition of the as I 
of the Leibniz 
marks an set out in Section 1.1. 
Definition 3.31 (A, be a matrix, with algebra A of the same simi-
larity as and let I-- be derivability relation of a formal proof system 
is called an S -filter on A matrix consequence relation determined by 
(A, F), as defined 2.3, is logically weaker than derivability relation of 
Thus is an S-filter on A if and only if IS under the n"tAT'A." 
rules S. The on L are the deductive systems the 
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Theorem (Blok & 1989) Let S be a formal system 
a variety of The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is algebraizable equivalent _""'11H1TJ 
(ii) every algebra A, Leibniz operator nA is an isomorphism between 
the lattice of S -filters and the lattice of [{-congruences A. 
Theorem 1989) A formal proof system Sis algebraiz-
able if the the following two 
(i) nL is 77' ... • .. '·/·,',.., and on positive rni."'1JI?HI of systems. 
unions of directed subsets in positive calculus of 
congruence of a consequence operator Cn is the 
over free L IS 
ible every ",,,,,,,rorn of logic, or if E e, 
Cn(a) = Cn({3). 
Lemma 3.34 (Font & Jansana, 1996) For any logic with consequence op-
erator its Tarski relation e n{!'k(r): r Cn(r)}. 
Lemma (Pynko, 1995b) The Tarski congruence of LP is the following 
congruence relation on the free word algebra L: 
e = { ({3) 
We can now form the quotient algebra L congruence relation 
e, to obtain 'Lindenbaum' £LP = (L/e, A, V, 
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Theorem 3.37 e LP is a Kleene lattice. 
Proof. We know that eLP is a De Morgan lattice. The result follows from 
the observation that the identity a /\ -'0' /\ (j3 /\ -,(3) = a /\ -'0' also belongs 
to 8. D 
Theorems 3.23 and 3.37 tell us that the filter lattice of eLP, the structure 
F (eLP ) = (F (LI8) ,n, +), is a distributive lattice. The power algebra of 
eLP is the structure p(eLP ) = (P(LI8),/\+,v+,-,+). By Theorem 3.5, 
this algebra is isomorphic to the quotient algebra P (L) 18+. Since 8+ is 
a proper subrelation of =LP, the Second Isomorphism Theorem (see 3.10) 
applies. Thus the quotient algebra P (LI8) I(=LP 18+) is isomorphic to the 
algebra of theories P (L) I =LP' 
Theorem 3.38 (Pynko, 1995b) Let K be any Kleene lattice and F a proper 
inconsistent filter in K. Then the matrix (K, F) determines a matrix conse-
quence relation for LP. D 
Theorems 3.37 and 3.38 characterize LP in terms of Kleene lattices. How-
ever, this is not sufficient for the variety of Kleene lattices to be an equivalent 
algebraic semantics for LP. Font & Jansana (1996) point out that LP is not 
algabraizable. They also discuss a number of related concepts and algebraic 
characterizations of sentential logics, but I will not pursue them here. 
3.4 The lattice of meanings in MCK 
Without further ado, we can state that: 











Proof. The matrix consequence relation of MCK is determined the 
(}C3,{t}) and (}C3,{t,U}). was made on 41. Both {t} and 
{t, u} are 
congruence relations 
algebra, 
"" .... ,o,,,'u fICg and 
is, it has no 
relation UIC3' nICg ({t, f}) UIC3 nIC3({t}) nIC3 ({t,U}) h g • 
means that nICg is not on MCK-filters of }C3. The 
follows Theorem 
the calculus of MCK-systems can be 
characterized alternative ways. 
Theorem 3.40 is an order-reversing isomorphism between the 
tive of ({CnMCK :r~L},·, and the algebra of theo-
-v"""",A+, V+). 
Proof. The follows Lemma 3.16 and hpr\"<>lrn 3.20. 
The second characterization is as a distributive lattice meanings. i"c;'~all 
that a formula in PC was on page 80 as its set of 
.. LVU'v'''. There is a one-one correspondence HH.,<kUJ.UI':'O of formula sets 
deductive pc. same definition of the a formula 
set does suffice for MCK, as MCK is determined by the class matrices 
{(}C3, : F is a proper filter in , as to a single matrix. 
lS no one-one correspondence between elements of some 
(Vala) deductive in MCK. for q 
v -,p) :) q. same valuations assign t to both these 
those v such that v (q) t. since q 1: CnMCK ((p V :) q), 
CnMCK ((p V -,p) :) q). Both of MCK has 
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MCK. is the case in Definition 3.41 below. Lemma 3.42 then that 
two formula sets have 
same deductive ",u""r",rn 
same meaning if only if they ~JU'VLL"""VHJ"" 
Definition 3.41 The of any r in MCK is a tuple 
mMCK = (mo (r) ) ml (r)), where 
mo(r) - {v:v(r)~{t}}; 
3.42 For 
mMCK (r) = m MCK (E). 
Proof (r) 
E 'Ij,J for each 'Ij,J E 
(V¢ E CnMCK 
{v:v(r)~{t,u}}. 
sets rand 
(E) iff r t- MCK ¢ 
(r). That 
¢ E 
(VvE Val3) min {v (-y) :1 E r} ~ v(¢), 
(V'Ij,J E CnMCK (r) )(Vv E Val3) min {v (6) : 6 E E} ~ v ('Ij,J). 
Or, equivalently, (Vv E mm (6): J E 
iff 
valuation v, this is t, u or 
ml v E mo (E) n ml . In the .;)""'JUU 
case, v E mo (r) n 
v E ml (r) mo (r) 
v i:. (mo (r) U mdr)) v E ml (E) - mo (E). the third 




mMCK (r) @ mMCK 




of MMCK by: 
- (mo (r) n mo ,ml (r) n ml (E)) i 
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Lemma 3.44 shows that these are well-defined that 
exist formula with meanings rnMCK (r)l1ilrnMcK (E) and rnMCK (r) 
3.44 For any r 
(i) rno (r) n rno (E) = rno (r E) ; 
(iii) rno (r) u rno (E) rno (r v+ 
Proof (i) vErno (r) n rno (E) 
(V</>Er)[v(</»=t] and (V</>E [v(</»=t) 
iff (V</> E r A+ [v (</» = t] 
iff vErno (r A + E) . 
(ii) v E rnl (r) n rnl (E) 
(V</>E r)[v(</» E {t,u}] and (V</>E E)[v(</» E {t,u}] 
(V</> ErA + E) [v (</» E {t, u}] 
iff v Ernl((r E)). 
(iii) vErno (r) U rno (E) 
iff (V</> E [v (</» = t] or (V</> E [v (</» t] 
(V</> E r V+ E) [v (</» tj 
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(iv) v E ml (r) U ml (E) 
iff (V4>E [v (4)) E {t,u}] or (V4>E E) [v (4)) E u}] 
iff ErV+E)[v(4))E{t,u}] 
iff v E ml ((r V+ E)) 
Theorem There is an order-reversing isomorphism the posi-
:tur,un." of ({CnMCK (r) : r ~ L},', 
tice of meanings MMCK (MMCK, f1i1,l!!J). 
Proof Lemma shows that m MCK is a homomorphism from power al-
('P(L) ,1\+, V+) to lattice sets (MMCK,f1i1,l!!J). 
Lemma shows is the 
Theorem (see therefore The follows Theorem 
o 
As I explained on 16, a formula E may construed as 
an explanation E describing co-system AnMCK (E) of Definition 1.22. 
relation 
mined by operator 






Definition 3.47 The dual of formula 
m~CK (r) (r) , mt (r)), where 
(r) = ml r)' 
IS 
(L) -+ MMCK is defined 












{v: v (r) n {t} I- 0}; 
m~ (r) - ma (...,+r), 
- {v:v(r)n{t,u}1-0}. 
89 
Lemma For any formula r the following are equivalent: 
(i) AnMCK (r) = 
(ii) mMCK 0 (r) = mMCK 0 
(iii) m~CK (r) = (1:) . 
Proof. AnMCK = AnMCK (1:) iff ¢ I-MCK r 
1: for each 'I/; E AnMCK (r). That is, 
(V¢ E AnMCK (1:))(Vv E Vat3 ) v (¢) ::; max {v h') : , E 
E (r))(vv E Va13) v ('I/;) ::; max{v(J): J E 1:}. 
Or, (Vv E Va13) max {v (,) :, E r} = max{v(J): J E 1:}. For 
is f, u or t. In the v E mo 0 (r) n 
v E mo 0 (1:) n ml 0 (1:). In second case, v E 
ml 0 (r) mo 0 ...,+ (r) v E ml 0""+ (1:) ma 0 ...,+ the third 
case, v 1:. ma 0 (r) U ml 0 (r) and v 1:. ma 0 U ml 0 (1:). 
nerelOlre (i) is equivalent to (ii). 
Further, mMCKo (r) mMCKo (1:) (moo (r) mo0""+ 
ml 0-'+ (r) = ml 0-'+ (1:)) (moo-..+ (r)' = moo-,,+ (1:)' 
ml 0 (1:)') iff (r) m~CK (1:). 
Lemma 3.49 any formula sets rand 1: in MCK, the map mMCK 0 ....,+ : 
P (L) -+ MMCK is a homomorphism, with 
mMCK 0 (r 1\+ 
mMCK 0""+ (r 1:)-
(r) ll!J mMCK 0 (1:) ; 















(rno (,+ (r 1\ + ~)) ,rnl (r 1\ + ~))) 
- ( rno r E) ,rn 1 (, + r ~) ) 
rnMCK (, +r) ® rnMCK 
rnMCK 0 ,+ (r) ® rnMCR 0 
(r ) 
(rno 





It follows from .I.J,","'HH''''''' 3.48 that is a congruence relation 
on may therefore the quotient 
algebra co-theories MCK. 
", ..... , .. 0,""'" 3.50 flpr'<11~,n isomorphism between the 
co-theories (L) / -.t1.''''MCK' 1\ +, V+) and the distributive lattice of meanings 
(MMCR) Iii), ®). 
Proof '-'''LHaJlU 3.49 shows the is a homomorphism, 
'-'''''HHJl'''' 3.48 shows of rnMCK 0 . The 
follows 
Corollary 3.51 algebra of theories (P (L) I =f J·n •• _. 1\+, V+) is isomor-
phic to the algebra of co-theories (P 












I conclude this "' ........... "vu 
order reversing 10Vl11V.I. 
~U'"'·V .. A·'-'''' UJl""L"'~'" it possible to 
some the 
of meanings (MMCK' 11il,1YJ). 
of co-theories to the 
these relations purely in 
terms of in of and 
following three are equivalent: 
(i) f 6.. 
(ii) f /\+ IS 
Proof. rno (f = 0 iff for v E Val3l v -,+ 6.) ~ {t}. 
'-"A'-"lA."''''' of (ii) and (iii) follows from Lemma Also, for 
vE 
~ {t} v(f) ~ {t} or v (-,+6.) ~ {t} 
v ~ {t} or v (6.) n {t} =I 0 
v (r) ~ {t} HUl'A.'''''' v (6.) n {t} =10. 
Therefore (iii) is to (i). 0 
The "'''''.I.JLL'''.1.''''''' corlse<lU reh~,tion of OMCK, defined 2.15, is another 
of a power relation: 
f iff E rno (r)) E (6.)) [v w] 
('Iv E rnl (r)) E rn~ (6.)) (v w] 
iff rna (f) (:5k)6" rng and rnl (f) rnt (6.). 
is an of a power sets a dual nature. 
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(mg (Ll), mt (Ll)). asa 
of the by the semi-bilattice, 
of Ll. This is quite 
can be applied to with a bilattice provided 
the and dual sets are suitably 




= {v: v 
meanings of formula sets in KL 
any formula f 
CnKL (E) iff M OdKL (r) 
) ~ {t}} iff ma (r) = mo (E). 
algebra of 
LP respectively. 
(r) = ma (f) 
M odKdE) iff {v: v (r) ~ {t}} 
(L)/ 
to the of u). 
Proof. 
Lemma 
Proof. CnLP (r) 
= {v : v (E) ~ {t, 
IS to that of 
any formula sets f and 
(E) ModLP(r) 
ml = ml (E). 
of theories (P (L) / 
(r) CnLP (E) iff ml (f) 
: v(r) ~ {t, 
o 
, V+) is isomorphic Theorem 3.56 
to the distributive of meanings M LP = (MLP ' n, U). 












In the ,",VJL'>'''',-,,,! 
as a power relation on 
93 
OMCK was characterized 
illustrated that the 
on a pointwise on 
valuations, can be viewed as a consequence 
application the power construction, 
This section 'VJ'l.LnvJ. the 
on a pointwise knowledge 
on to the two logics. 
I will relation can viewed as a simulation A 
simulation is UV"UJ.'-,U as a between the algebras of vU'->VJ.J'",;;) 
I will algebra 
valued logics, such as KL, is simulated by the 




relation of simulation 
semantics (Milner, 1971). 
was introduced 
by Bergstra & Klop (1988) and Hennessy (1988) to 
also 
modal 
et al., 1994). 







the semantics of 
Bisimulations 
(Van Benthem 
A labelled transition 
I is' an index or label 
IS a (S, S is a of 
and --+ ~ S x I x S is a ternary relation. 
relation --+ can also be as a set binary over S, 
HU1C;.lI.C;U by elements of I. leads to following definition: 
Definition 3.57 A transition structure is a pair S (S, , where I 
is an index set, and each ~ S x S is a binary transition relation. 











ture S = (S, { ~ hEI) by a transition structure S' = (S', {Ra iEI) is a binary 
relation rv ~ S X S' that, for a E (3 E and i E I, if a '" (3 and 
a~a' then E such that (3 Ri(3' and a' I'V (3'. 
following picture a simulation ho'l-",o,>" 





To one I 
MCC and KL, defined in 1.32 and respectively. Recall that 
a logic with consequence operator Cn, (L) / 
Definition 3.59 Let 
and PDf. The 
is that of 
be consequence operator of a 




/\ +, V+), was 
satisfying PC 
it has 
a single relation} defined by the natural order on this algebra: 
x y iff x y= 
The structure KL is the structure (P 
Theorem 3.20, IS an between (P 
structure ({CnKdr) : r ~ L},~), the 
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of MCC IS structure (P (L) / which is IS01nOl~D the 
({CnMCC (f) : f ~ L} 1 ~). 
simulation relation the transition structures two logics 
is induced by a knowledge .:Sk on 
the can assume. This order is defined for any logic with a bilattice 
semantics (Ginsberg, 1988), and the same idea to 
The relation 
pointwise knowledge 
hpt""::"~n sets of valuations is the power order of the 
on defined in 2.6. 
3.60 For 
is defined by: 
formula f in KL and in MCC! the relation 
(Vv E ModKL f)(3w E ModMcc .6.)[v ~k w] and 
(Vw E E M odKLr) [v w]. 
I showed Section 
defined as a r.r.'"""" 
LV""" ........ of <>MCK can 
of MCK. 
3.60 is another of a power relation on sets valuations, but this 
between different logics. 
As Chapter 3, knowledge order signifies an un.,LV'''''''' 
in information. The power relation ~t lifts this to of valuations, 
or theories. f.6., model f approximates some of 
. .6., and model of is approximated by some model of f can be 
viewed as an approximation of .6., an rrp::IQP in information f can 
.6.. 
Recall that connectives KL are monotone with to the knowl-
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can never cause a retraction the truth or falsity wff. 
of this n ... ""no,'.-, 
Lemlna 3.61 For any formula 
M OdKLr n Val2 = M odMccll. 
r in KL and II zn r iff 
Proof 
w E ModMccll. Then 
of the connectives, wE ModKLr. 
Conversely, 
w E Val2 such v :::;k w. the monotony 
v E M odMccll by 
w]. Hence, by the 
the connectives, 
hence W E M odKLll. Finally, let w E M odMccll. Then 
wE and w 
Corollary Ifr E and r o 
Theorem 3.63 is a simulation (L)j by 
(P (L) / 
Proof r r' formula KL, let be a set MCC, 
and suppose r II and r 
. Let Il' = r/. M odMccll' , that 
~ M OdKLr l n Va12. 
Therefore, by L.lv~HH"'" 3.61, ModMccll ~ ModMccll' , that is, Il'. 0 
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Informally, theorem that the '"'U""lAVU of logical IS pre-
"'''''1'''''''1''1 under an 4U"_"'v'"'''''' information. """", .. un.'''''' st 
an in information, while the 
a theory f KL are 
is that of logical strength. 
therefore par-
information, whereas the "".'''''"'1'''' of a theory MCC are 
complete simulation .L<;.l(l<".l\"',l,l 
there is a relation h.air"",,,,, ... KL and MCC. 
Namely, if f approximates Ll, IS 
some approximated by Ll'. 
that the cormectlves of KL are monotone 
respect to Other three-valued logics based on 
often have an additional, non-monotonic connective. Ex-
tJU'vUV,lVU connective of the 
the definedness ,",VI,HUe,,", 




K be any three-valued logic on Kleene's 
logics 
truth 
relation that Definition 1 
{v: v (f) ~ set f in K. that this logics 
such as 
'uv'UUJ''''' 3.61 
wf[s p -+ ""pV q and pV check that p -+ q -,pV q 
p V -'p, but ""p V q is not logically equivalent to p V 
the set of of L. elements Po(L)/ =K 
are axiomatizable theories over 
Theorem 'U&UHIUU of (Po (L) / ) by 
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f3 a' such Ll, and a' and a f3 
and a ::::}K a', Define an equivalence on as follows: 
v ~ w iff they on in a, f3 or a', Let 
v = {w: w ~ v}. v E ModKa', then v ~ ModKa', For v ~ ModKa', 
any classical u.a~'Vll Z v, a 
Let =f3V(VfJ<PfJ)' f3 f3', and f3'. 
The in Theorem 3.64 raises what 
HLHAU",,"'AVU relation is 
on valuations, so same knowledge 
order be by both logics (although both logics not 
use every truth value). The 
by MCC (or, more generally, any 
further 
of 














Verisimilitude, or truthlikeness, concerns ordering of theories to 
their ClO:seness to truth. The IS used exact 
sense but a sense, 
literature on verisimilitude. the notion is due 
his philosophy to Popper (1963), it was a necessary 
that ",","LiU\,,:; H.1U""'''''' nl"nCrl"P'"'' by one ill 
W.H,Jvu' ..... which is closer the truth. Popper's definition, one IS 
truth than another if and if it 
and fewer consequences. However, (1974) and Tichy (1974) 
that ordering on theories was flawed in that all vilvV.ll'C" that 
have some false consequences are incomparable. The approach to 
truthlikeness started at with proposal that truthlikeness be 
described means a 
ill 
Niiniluoto (1987a), the Brink (1989b), and 
edited by (1987b). Developments in 
















problem of verisimilitude, as cOIllcel 
,.,,,,,n',,,,,, relative to a 
deals with order-
the truth or falsity 
shared by all facts. This complete truth 
all, subsequent authors on Dropping the complete truth 
assumption yields a parameterized, theorylike where two are 
relative to a given third 
roT'£1,pr" in the literature are 
examples of such pa]~anletler 
Niiniluoto's (1987a) 
(1987b; 1992) 'naive' and 
UUJ"C<UC;"" for singular sentences, 
van Benthem's (1987) the link between 
and conditional I will show that a 
order can be defined as a"''''''''''' 
an artificial problem of ,-,u\.;vo"u!'<. npl~",u>pn 
sibly conflicting mt-Drnlatlon 
as non-monotonic J.'-'".OV.<LUJL!". 
also be ordered relative 
development 
change. In this context, 
background information. I 
will deal with 
I will refer 
ness: the 









change and its relation to 
following two existing aplJrOaClles 
Kuipers (1987b; 1992), and 
.1.1GIUC;Ulo, (1987), and Burger & ... .JI.v.Uvu.'" (1994). 
structuralist approach, as it to propo-
I the ",r.'.""'T' to 
C<V,"L<IJIC<"G truth o,,,"UJ.U 
This order is 're-
(1992). I will show that 
shortcomings of the structuralist :::In,r\T'r.:::I Section 
syntactically, 
relation, and 
power order obtained 
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then ..... v~_u,v'" 4.4 I 
III with TPT,PT'I"'n to the oMCK Chapter 2. 
1 Structuralism 
Kuipers's 'naive' structuralist definition of truthlikeness is formulated 
terms and to a 
truthlikeness in ,-",,,,00''''''" propositional logic. 
below is restricted to this structures from the outset 
being iU\,.,U,Jj,U,,"U with classical propositional truth assignments. constituent 
a r is 
that ModpcE <;;;; Modpcr. v of r corresponds to the con-
stituent of r v as model. 
The structuralist not make the complete truth 
to an arbitrary, 
may as a an incomplete of 
r represent e.mpirical possibilities, and elements of Val2 - M odpcr, empirical 
impossibilities. 
as the following 
of H1,-',",viO of some 
latter IS not necessarily describable by any formula set, 
by Brink (1989) shows: No be 
Lindenbaum 
c. On 
Va12 is the 
theory approximation <P is a 
M odpc<p = M odpcr. (K uipers <P a theory, but this term is 
used in this to an of wffs, in the sense of 











the same possibilities as f. In 
two it can exclude some 
it can include some 
M odpcf - M odpcif> - M odpcf l'<>,,-... <>r 
closer to f than if> is if it mistakes of 
Definition 4.1 Given any formula sets fl if> 
to f as if> is, written <P \[II iff 
(Ni) Modpcf-
(Nii) M odpc\[l -
c 
f, if> can 
possibilities, and 
are given by 
\[I is said to be 
kind. 
\[I is at least as 
The superscript ns in 
structuralist' approach. 
that definition is obtained by a 
are derived 
is in terms 
Definition 4.2 
is defined as: 
any 
following equivalent formulations of Definition 
1987a; Kuipers, 1992) (Zwart, 1998). 
difference 
and Y, difference X - II Y 
= Y -II X = (X - Y) U (Y X) . 
The union of M odpc f - M odpc \[I and M odpc \[1- M odpc f 
if> approximating 
Lemma 4.3 if> II 
The second formulation is matches 
and \[I respectively. instantial match made by if> is an empirical 
which is correctly included by <P, and an explanatory match made by if> is an 











then states that instantial match 
by cI> is also 
\If iff 
by cI> is also 
by \If. 
(Ni') ModpccI> n Modpcf ~ Modpc\lf n Modpcf. 
(NU') (ModpccI> U Modpcr)1 ~ (Modpc\lf U Modpcf)'. 
third equivalent formulation is formulated 
103 
by \If, and 
4.5 cI> en (r) n en (cI» ~ en (\If) An(cI»nAn(f) ~ 
An (\If). 
ViU'vV. structuralist approach to generalizes naIve 
but now order is based on an ternary of 
structure likeness, which which two structures is more similar to a 
context propositional logic, 
two is more similar to a third valuation. Kuipers (1992) proposes 
that the relation also defined in of 
any valuation v E Vah, Vo denote its restriction to Then 
VOl (t) {Pi E Lo : V (Pi) = t}. 
Definition 4.6 any v, w E Vaiz i let 
V -8 W Vol (t) -8 (t) 
- (VOl (t) - W01 (t)) U (wo1 (t) (t)) 
E Lo : V (Pi) W (pd} . 











the symmetric difference v -$ W is the on 
w W IS least as OU'.H""'" to v as u is w agrees 
sentential symbols u agrees v. 
second component the refined structuralist approach is that 
edness This condition concerns the domain 
likeness relation. Since domain of the symmetric TTPT'pn{'p operation of 
the 
tional 
Definition 4.8 Given any formula sets f, <P and W, W is at as close 
to f as <P is, written <P W, iff 
(Rii) (Vw E Modpcw (Modpc<P U Modpcf)) 
E Modpcr) [w -$ z ~ U-$ 
The ... 'V"u,,",u structuralist truthlike order Definition 4.8 states that W is 
at as to r as <P is, iff approximation of an instantial match 
made by .p can nT'Au.orl upon by an match 
by W, and every explanatory made by W is an pf()Ve:m~!n\; of some 
explanatory by .p. (Rii) may reformulated as: 
(Rii') (Vw E Modpcw - Modpc f)(3u E Modpc<P Modpcf) 
E [w - s Z ~ u-s z]. 
(1998) divides the similarity approach to truthlikeness two 
strategies: content proposals likeness nT'''.,..,."",,, 
the emphasis on intuition of 














Likeness proposals place emphasis on the or falsity the atoms 
the language, and accordingly, on model of This distinction 
IS to by (1 987b ) 
one problem is 
x is closer to actual possibility than y" , IS 
this categorization, 
content proposal, while 




truthlikeness is a 
'refined' definition is a likeness nr,..,n,..,o" 
with the power approach 
also belongs to the cat;el?:()ry un",,",',,,,,,,, proposals. 
4.2 Power relations 
I the power by 
& Heidema (1987), by 
on propositional formula 
a parameterized theorylike partial order 
is, formula sets are ordered 
may as a description the an arbitrary 
truth. In U,",'I.,V'V'LL that this is equivalent to an order proposed 
by on the notion of I gIve an 
The ).J.vl'UvUla, (1987; 1989) ........ £1" .... " 
mula proposi tional relative to the IS as-
sumed to be complete. In .'--Lv"",-,",',,"", 1987), language is 
denumerably sen-
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symbols of the language L. 
scribable by the constituent 





truth order on Val2 is given by: 
relation is used to order 
Closenless to the truth. A truthlike order on 
relation to a power order on sets of 
valuations, as uvl.iU"'U 







('v'v E Modpcr) E Modpcfl)[v 
('v'w E Modpcfl) (3v E Modpcr)[v 
3.20 and 3.27, this order may be 
and 
or as an order on theories (that 
Vl1UUJla sets), or as an order on of 
in extending the definition to a theorylike order, is to 
as 
pointwise truth order on valuations, so that are 
an arbitrary third valuation. The order then 
u is iff w agrees with v everywhere u v. 
any valuations v, wand z, 
w E Lo) v (Pi) = z (pd then w (Pi) = Z (Pi)]. 
n .... ,.'nr\"'&>rI by Britz & Brink (1995), it is 
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Definition 
power order then becomes: 
Definition 4.11 For any formula sets rand ll, 
r II iff (Vv E M odpcr) E M odpcll) [v wJ and 
w] . (Vw E M odpcll) (:Iv E M odpcr) 
to a valuation. In Defi-Definition 4.10 rvr"""."." valuations 
nition 4.22 below, I will .... "'1'1"'."." this definition to an order on valuations 
a formula set. But first we to establish some 
An concept 
Schurz & Weingartner (1987) noted that 
proposal depends upon introducing certain 
is that 
original 
the construction its By placing certain criteria on the 
disallowed. 
Ryan (1991), it is 
which I will use, "V',H""U."'O 
can be 
that of 
Definition 4. Two valuations u and ware called i-equivalent, written 
U=iW, iff(Vpj:j i)u )=w(pj). 
Definition 4.13 A formula set <I> is isotone in a sentential symbol iff 
Vu E M odpc<I> and E Va12 such that u =i W, if u (pd w (pd then 
w E M odpc<I>. 
Definition 4.14 A formula set <I> is antitone in a symbol Pi 
Vu E M odpc<I> and Vw E Val2 that u =i W, if w (Pi) U (Pi) then 
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Informally, <I> is isotone in Pi iff "'<NOHJ.!<, the value of Pi n""'''A1''''<>O 
satisfaction of <I> , it is decreasing the value of 
preserves satisfaction antitonicity are 
and as are not 
ourselves to single the variables in a wff is 




4.15 (i) A wff ¢ is isotone a symbol Pi iff 
disjunctive form and logically some wff 1/J, written 
equivalent to ¢, such that Pi not occur negatively 1/J. 
(ii) A ¢ is ma _"'lIHUUJI. Pi iff exists some 
written in normal form and logically equivalent to ¢, such 
that does not occur positively in 1/J. 
I will prove (i). The (ii) is Suppose ¢ is isotone in 
¢ is no disjunct is a 
In 
some j ::; n. for some conjunction of I) where 
does occur positively in l' Consider wff 1/J, syntactically identical 
to V ... V On, except OJ has replaced l' 'Pi 
from OJ. 
I will that 1/J is to v (¢) t. 
v =t some k n. Ifk j, then v b) = t, v (Ok) = t trivially. 
v(1/J)=t. v (1/J) t. If v (Ok) = t for some k ::; n, 
v (¢) t. Else vb) = t w =i v with w(pd = f. 
wb)=t w ",,,,,.'t,,,,.,,, W (¢) = t. Since ¢ is isotone Pi and 
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occurrence of ¢ yields a wff IS equivalent ¢. 
there are only many ~~~,..,~v~ occurrences of Pi in they 
all be from ¢ to obtain a which is to ¢. 
suppose ¢ is written in a 
no occurrences of Pi, say ¢ = 8} v ... V 8n . I will first that 
8j of ¢ is isotone Pi. Let 8j be a disjunct, and suppose 
v (8j ) = t, W =i V v (pd W (pd. are cases: 
1. Suppose Pi does not occur 8j • same 
to all symbols 
3. Suppose 'Y /\ where Pi does not occur in 'Y. Then w (8j ) = t 
(i) and (1) above. 
proof now pr<)ce1eas by on the of 
juncts 8j in ¢. ¢ = 81, conj unction, and IS 
tone in by the GJ.JI'.u ..... vu Now suppose the holds 
every disjunctive 
¢ = v (¢) = t, W =i V 
than n disjuncts. Let 
w (pd. Then 
v (81 V ... V 8n-d = t or v (8n ) = t. the induction 
holds for 8n . Therefore =t 
or W (8n ) = t . .I.J.vL.!.vv W (¢) = t, that ¢ is Pi· D 
For· example, P /\ q is isotone in but anti tone neither; 
P V is isotone in P q; P IS itself, both isotone 
and antitone q, and P V """P p/\ are both anti tone in 
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sets I frequently are: 
{pi : q, is not III 
{pi : q, is isotone in Pi} . 
Informally, Pi E it is not the case that ';""'.:lUl", the truth value of 




value of of q,. q, is 
{</>}, then q,+ is "",,""la1 symbols that occur 
once in every disjunctive normal of </>. q,_ are 




are in Definition 
For any formula r and valuations u w, 
w iff (VPi E 
(Vpi E 
) [if u (Pi) = t then w (Pi) = tl and 
) U (Pi) = f W (Pi) = fl . 
Lemma 4. If Modpcr {v}J then u::sr w u w. 
satisfied by v. Proof r is ~~,... .. ~~ .. ~., equivalent to the set of all 
V(pi) = t E r+, and V (Pi) = f iff Pi E Therefore, u w iff 
(Vpi) v (Pi) t and u (Pi) = t W (Pi) = t], 






follows UU,""UL from 
V and v w. 
Hif u (Pi) = f 
t], and (Vpi E 
(Vpi E 
v (Pi) = fl, 
) [if v (Pi) f 
o 
4.16. To prove 
u = t then v (Pi) = tl , 
E r +)[if v (Pi) t 











(VPi E f +) [if U (Pi) = t then W (Pi) = t] 
w(pd = fl· IS, U W. 




are to f than U is, according to 
is then used in Definition to obtain the 









Definition 19 For formula set f and valuation u, the formula set f 1.1 
zs by: 
u (p£) = t} U : Pi E 
Lemma 4.20 M odpc (f 1.1) is ofu. 
A valuation v satisfies iff for any Pi E such u (Pi) 
t, v (Pi) = t, for Pi E such that u (pa) f, v(pd = 
That Modpc(fu) = {v : (VPi E f+) [ifu(Pi) = t v (Pi) t] and 
(VPi E ) [if u (pd = f then v = fn = {v : u v}. o 
"' ...... a 4.21 For finite fJ M odpc (f) is -upclosed. 
Proof Suppose u wand u E M odpc (f). By Definition 16, (Vpi E f+) 
[if u (pd t then w t], (VPi E ) [if u (pd f w (Pi) f]· 
heretore for Pi such that u (Pi) ::f. w (Pi), one of two cases hold: either 
u (pd t and f is antitone Pi, or u = f and f is isotone in Pi. Let v 
=i-equivalent to and v (Pi) ::f. u (pd. Then v E M odpc Repeating 











Lemma 4.21 holds for finite set A property 
formula is that convexity. r is called convex if it is for all 
Z E Modpc (r). That if v E Modpc (r) and v w, then w E M odpc (r). 
Convexity is a desirable property in theorylike order, 
I will to it in this 
The definition contracts order models rare 
all equivalent. For non-models of the coincides 
that Definition 
For jormula r valuations u 
u w iff wE Modpc (r) U Modpc ) . 
Modpc is the 
HLVU"L v then r is 
symbol appears exactly once, 
fV+ r has a 
sentential 
HC;)"CH,;U or unnegated. The r~ 
helletC)re forms a partition of the 
of positive 
satisfied by u. W IS to v 
in f. they are the 
w with v on at 
least sentential symbols where u with v. yields same 
on as defined 4.10, which is therefore a special case of 
Definition 4.22. 
",vu.""'-L'v"- the set r {pv III proposi-
tiona} '~"h~'~1'>~ generated by the variables q and r. models of r is 
the Modpc(f) = {ttj,tjj,jtj}. {p,q} and f_ = {r}. 
The on valuations relative to f is obtained as Let, 
for example, u = j j j and v = To see if u :::;r v, we apply Definition 
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v (q) = t, if u (r) = f then v (r) = Since this is 
two valuations can ordered this 








Now that we an order on it is 
113 
case, u v. 
the pre-order 
as proved in Lemma 
to obtain a theorylike 
.... "..""., ... order on formula as an instance of Definition 
Definition 4.24 any formula sets <P, 'l1 and r, 'l1 is at least as 
to r as <P written <P ~f iff 
(Ti) ("Iv E M odpc<p) w], 
(Vw E Modpc 'l1) (3v E [v w] . 
(Tii) is equivalent to: 
(Vw E 
(Tii) justifiably explanatory made by 'l1 
IS an mI)rO'verneIlt of some explanatory mistake by 
I conclude C'!UI,iUE, the theorylike order of Definition 4.24 
to order Definition 4.8. As I noted on 











4.8. III in the of 
the is that 4.24 "''rlI0r" valuations an arbitrary 
formula , and then lifts order nAt""''' relation, whereas Definition 
4.8 parameterization the power relation itself. 
lemma and -.. ----r clarify between two orders further. 
............ ,UU ..... 4.25 any valuations u and v, and formula set r, following 
hold: 
(i) u v then E M odpcr) [u v]. 
(ii) If (Vz E M odpcr) [u ~z v} then u v. 
Proof. (i) Suppose u ~r v. If v E Modpcr, then let z v. u ::;r v. 
that v ::;r z. z' by: 
u 
1 
Then z' E Modpcr, and u v. To see let E If 1. r + u 
if Pi E r + u (Pi) = (Pi) 
then, u ::;r v and v z (Pi) = z' (Pi) = t. Else, if Pi E 
u (Pi) = (Pi) f, then, v z, v (Pi) = z (Pi) z' (Pi) = 
if E 
z' (Pi) = Finally, if E 
(Pi) = z (Pi) = v (Pi) = t. 
(Pi) f, 
and U(Pi) 
SInce u v, v (Pi) = Z 
(Pi) t, v 
t, 
z, 
(ii) lTu .... "'<> that (Vz E M odpcr) [u 
u (Pi) = z (Pi) v (Pi) = Z (Pi)]. Pi E 
Then (Vz E M odpcr) (Vpi) [if 
then (3z E M odpc r)[ Z (Pi) = 
tl, 
u (Pi) 
Thus u v. 
E Modpcr) [z (Pi) 
v (Pi) = 1], and (Vp; E r_) 
fl. (V Pi E r + ) 
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The next converse of of the implications 
Lemma 4.25 hold: 
Example 4.26 Let r = {p V q, 
u tft, v fff and z ft]. 
the case 
w = fft. Then w u, 
that w u implies (Vz E M odpcr) [w 
~"'''UUP''~ 4.26 
tween the Definitions 4.8 
formula set of 
z E Modpcr and u v, but u "f;r v. 
vJ u 





.UO.F.UV into the be-
Recall 112 that r is 
convex if it is :S;z-upclosed for all z E M odpc (r). It follows from (i) that, for 
convex set (Tii) 
(3v E M odpc<p)[v w]. 
E M odpcr) [v w]. 
Lemma 4.25, (Vw E Modpcw) (3v E Modpc<p) 
r is convex, (Rii) follows. On the other 
m (Rii) {p 1\ -.q 1\ r} and W = { -'p 1\ -.q 1\ 
(Tii) between more formula 
than (Rii) Intuitively, (Rii) says that every explanatory mistake v 
by W is not as as some explanatory mistake u made by <P. The 
than to u. 
this, is the 
(1997) later 
to require that z a model of r <P. 
to which the IS ,u. ..... u ...... u. 
of a model z of r which is to v 
that this 
condition (Rii), but 
the 
I 
"'VU,"'C>"lu'->LJe,->'V., of the theories to 
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approximate 
<P relative to of the relevance of each of 




.<">."",o",u ... ",,,,, criterion does not apply in this 
since it only captures local 
to r as a whole.) 
As a first example, consider the r = {p /\ q}, phrased in a 
propositional p, q r. The value 
assigned to r by any valuation v is to whether v is a model of r, 
and should therefore also be irrelevant to 
r. This is, however, not the case. 
¢ = p /\ 'q /\ rand 'IjJ = ""p /\ 
v is to being a model of 
we want to order the wffs 
closer to r than 'IjJ is, since ¢ with r on p, 
"'" ... /LUll ..... claim made by r. But, 
that ¢ Ifr8 'IjJ. This is because (Ri) 
..,~~nu"r. to improve the 




r, some parts 
be irrelevant. 
"v".,VHU example, consider the formula set r {p V q, 
Let ¢ = p /\ 'q /\ rand 'IjJ = p /\ q /\ r. U 
z = tf f. u w, but u iz w. Thus ¢ 
that r is isotone in q makes the latter 
in an increase in the truth 
to being a model of r than t ft is. 
















intuitive results, to r is into 
on 
3 Syntactic perspective 
Ryan (1991; 1992) ..... vJ.U~'A' an order on valuations based on a natural conse-
quence relation, order as an order of 
I will consequence relation .... V1IU .... IU<OO with 
on valuations vu"uv"V'u 4.22. veri similar order 
based on 
based 
natural consequence relation the appearance a content-
4.33 shows it is equivalent to the Ufi'0lJ.'C>OO 
4.40, I an syntactic 
of Definition 4.24, which is computationally more than 
the syntactic description of natural consequences. 
In (Ryan, ), natural IS as a 
on the of some I will assume the logic is PC, 
and define relation between 'P (L) and 1. 
tP is a natural consequence written Il> tP, iff 
Modpc(ll» <;;;; Modpc(tP), tP+ <;;;; Il>+ tP- <;;;; Il>_. 
purpose of definition is rule out <un,A"'" in the conse-
quence .I."'A'U;UA'VU. that if Q is a natural CO]rlSE:qu of Il> 
and Pi III not oc-
cur (negatively) in Q. This the 
disjuncts in '-'VI.J.O""I\.! on valuations is now defined as follows: 
Definition 4.28 u ~r w iff every natural consequence of r satisfied by u is 
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4.29 (Ryan) 1992} any formula sets <P 
w] and 
(Yw E Modpcw) (3v E Modpc<p) [v w]. 
npnlrPTTI 4.33 below on 
The 
also coincide. 
4.30 Given any formula set rand wff <p 
zs a superset of 
Let r pQ <p. 
w. We have to show 
u (Pi) = t then w (pd 
4.28, <p+ 
w (Pi) = t] 
~ Modpc<p. 
w E M odpc<p. 
r_. 
(YPi E <p- )[if u (pd = f 
Ua,I,lVlliJ of Definitions 4.22 
therefore 
r 
u E M odpc<p and u 
(Ypi E r + )[if 
W (Pi) = fl· 
(Ypi E <p+ )[if U (Pi) = t 
W (Pi) = fl. That 
U w. It follows from "-''-'iiU.""" 4.21 that that W E M odpc<p. 
Lemma 4.31 of r whose is ~r -upclosed} zs a 
natural consequence of 
Proof. Let <p be any consequence of r such that M odpc<p is a 
Suppose <p is not a natural consequence Then either <p+ or 
i . Say 
<p is 
that u -i W 
Since M odpc<p is 
~r that (3pj E 
there exists some Pi such that r is 
isotone exist valuations u 
u tr w. It from 
) [u (pj) = t and w(Pi) = f] or (3pj E r -) [u (Pi) 
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contradicting the f is isotone in Therefore ¢ must be a natural 
of proof if ¢- 1; IS 
Lemma 4.32 Every natural consequence of f 
offV+ 
u zs a consequence 
Proof Let f ~Q ¢. By Lemma 4.30, M odpc¢ is a =sr-upclosed set. f 
¢, ~ M odpc¢. Further, u E M odpcf ~ M odpc¢, f u is =Sr-
u, therefore M odpcf 1.1 ~ M odpc¢. 
Modpc (f V+ fu) ~ Modpc¢. f v+ fu ¢. 
Theorem 4.33 
u ~rw. 
Proof Suppose u 
consequence f 
formula f and valuations u and w, u W iff 
w, that is, w E M odpcf U M odpcf U' Let ¢ a natural 
by u. M odpcf U M odpcf 11. ~ M odpc¢ by 
u w. 
u w. tP E f v+ f 11.' Then f tP and 
u E Modpc (fu) ~ Modpc V+ f11.) ModpctP. Therefore w E ModpctP. 
A.A.'--J""'"' W E M odpc V+ 
Consequently, instead considering all the natural of a 
formula as required 4.28, we only consider the logically 
of two 
to natural CO][lse:Quen.:::es of as well as 
of f by u is w. we 
onlyhavetocheckwhetheru E Modpc(fV+f11.) wE Modpc(fV+fu). 
& Heidema (1994) truthlike order on sets 

















of any given 
wfJs .0.¢ and 
<i>, written t <i>, is 
wri tten .j.. <i>, is 
of 
of IS, 
t <i> {v: (:3u E Modpc<i» [u v]}; 
.j.. <i> - {u: (3v E Modpc<i» [u =S:t v]}. 







A finite formula 
elements - any discussion 
in terms of single wffs. 
IS 
(Burger & Heidema, 1994) 
¢ disjunctive normal 
that are obtained as 
upclosure and downclosure 
respective 
1. If ¢ is a contradiction, then so are Else: 
2. HI-'/J'nu.',rw literals in ¢ with tautology to obtain .0.¢. 
3. Replace all positive literals in ¢ with tautology to obtain y¢. 
Call a wff positive if it can be written 
only positive if it can normal 
form using only Burger (1994) show that .0.¢ 
is the logically wff that is logically than ¢. That 
¢ ~pc.0.¢ positive 'I/; such that ¢ '1/;, .0.¢ ~pc '1/;. y¢ is 
logically wff that is logically than ¢. That is, 
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Theorem 
and w, 
M?I'I"flPr & Heidema, 1994) For any 
. The order of Definition can similarly 
terms of closure operators. closure OP{~ral;Ors become 
of Definition 16 is with LvOIJ'-"JV to some 
Definition 4.86 any formula sets rand cI> J let 
cI> - {v:(3UEModpc cI>)[u v]}; 
cI> {u : E ModpccI>)[u v]}. 
Lemma 4.87 tr and ~r are closure operators. 
formula sets cI> 
syntactically, 
set. 
Proof. follows from reflexivity transitivity ::;r. 
The 
4.88 Given any 
and h rP are 
obtained as follows: 
and 'V-yrP 
rP I in disjunctive normal form, t -y rP 
of some formula and 'V-yrP, that are 
1. If rP is a contradiction, then so are 6-yrP Else: 
2. Replace every positive literal in rP which I is antitone but rP not, 
with the tautology. further every literal in which I 
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3. Replace every positive literal in ¢ which 1 is isotone ¢ not, 
with the tautology. Replace further every negative literal in which 1 is 
but ¢ not, the to obtain V -r¢' 
Proof. ¢ is a result is UUJlU""\.lH;""'-' the of 
the proof we assume that ¢ is consistent. obtained (2) 
t -r ¢ t;; M odpc~, that M odpc~ ¢. 
Let w ¢. with u W. .U.\CJlL"C; 
In formation of all positive occurrences sentential m 
and 1 is antitone, were removed. Thus ~ is anti tone 
these ~ is ¢ 
~+ . Hence, 
w (pd t] 
[if u (p;) = f then w (p;) = f) . 
In the formation of e, are '-'IJLa."C;U by the tautology, e is therefore 
logically than ¢. ", .. ",1·", .. a U E M odpc¢ t;; 
so it follows 
wE Modpce, and t-r ¢ 
'-''-'LULLJ' .... 4.30 
e is a natural 
Modpc~ is 
suppose ¢ = <h V ... V where disjunct OJ is some primitive 
conjunction, OJ = h /\ ... /\ 1m. Consider conjunction Replace 
any positive +Pj in OJ in which 1 is and which ¢ is not 
antitone, with the tautology, to form ¢', Let w E M odpc¢', w E M odpc¢ 
then w ¢. Otherwise, if w ¢:. M odpc¢, then w is j-equivalent to some 
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w <p. the a negative literal is same. e is 
T",,,rn.:.rt by a finite number 
pr()jlerty M odpc<p' ~t "Y <p, 
such deletions, and deletion TYf'P"PT'UP" 
<p' is a wff <p by a 
a or deletions 
Modpce <p. 
The proof of (3) above is to 
Theorem 4.39 below shows on formula of 
Definition can be described the and 
of Definition 4.36. The nor, .. ,'''rr. does not hold if <P is contradictory, and 
is therefore formulated proved only finite, consistent formula 
Theorem For any finite, consistent formula sets and 
Proof Left to right: 
u E Modpc 
assumption, E ModpcW with v 
Since n Modpcf 0 by 










w. That is, w E Modpcf U Modpcfv. 
w 1:. M odpcf. w E 
18,u w. uEModpc'\lrW. 
W. 
u :::;r v. u :5r v or v E Modpcf. 
and therefore w E M odpc Llr 
) so is w. 
Right to Conversely, that M odpc W n i= 0 or 











Let U E Modpc<fJ. 
vE 
M odpc \7r tIl. 
E ModpctII U 
n Modpcf =I- 0 then 
ModpctII n 
~ Modpc 
v. Hence u ::S;r v. 
o 
124 
Modpc \7r <fJ ~ 
tIl. Therefore 
Now let w E 
assumption, w E M odpc 
Modpc Dr W ~ Modpc 
E M odpc<fJ with u and so u ::S;r w. Else w E M odpcf, and u w 
for any u E 
Corollary 4.40 consistent formula 
v+ r) ~ en 
((\7rtIl) f is consistent or 
Proof. The proof from The rems 3.27 
Theorem case of Theorem 4.39. 
the sentential a finitely generated 
Modpcf Modpc 
Modpc Further, if 
tautologous, en (\7rW) ~ en 
consistent or (\7rW) 1- en (\7r<fJ)) iff On 
tional conditions 




culate which of 
formulation of Theorem 
the order is a power 
down closure 
for the fact that f 
4.40 
two ¢ and tP is a 
o 
f, <fJ and tIl, 
c (\7r<fJ)) . 
let f be the set of all 
language. Then 
<fJ U M odpc f iff 
=I- 0 then \7rW is 
((\7rtIl) 1\ + f is 
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1. Write tP 1 in disjunctive normal form. 
3. Derive 
4. Check Cn ((L1r<I» v+ r) ~ (L1r \fl) and either 
consistent or Cn (yr\fl) ~ (Yr<I». 
calculating the 1+, 1 <P+l <P-l tP+ above, we cannot 
assume that literals do not appear redundantly any we cannot 
depend upon the a wff when calculating its monotonicities. 
existence an efficient algorithm to determine monotonicities a 
IS an question. 
4.4 Three-valued likeness 
both the structuralist and power approach to ""'T',,,,,rn ab-
sence of the complete truth assumption lead to a 
IS ..... "'UL'-' ..... relative to a Ni-
that 
tion indeterminate 
In a propositional k~ •• ''"'~'~'"'~' to neither 
true nor Since the third truth oMCK be interpreted as 
'of indeterminate 
this ",,,,,.''1-1,,, ... tru thlikeness 
In 
the logic oMCK. 
Although oMCK has the same o,h.IViJ.io,<.llJCLV1\.JU as they assign a 
interpretation to third truth value. is thus with reason that I use 












sec:tlc,n UjUi~'C;" on the on.,,,, .. ,,!> 
hptwP,:>n consistent sets of 
a three-valued approach to 
can distinguish between 
variables that are 
Zr be the valuation defined by: 
t if E 
Zr (Pi) = f if 
u 
three-valued 
meaning of f z can be described 
on Val3: 
126 
IS a one-one correspon-
valuations. 
a three-valued 
are asserted, variables that 
consistent set 
to a consistent 
: Z (Pi) = f}· 
of the pointwise 
- {v E Val3 : v C 
{v E Val3 : (Vpi E 
by def. 2.9 and Theorem 
[v (Pi) E {t,u}] and 
(V-'Pi E (Pi) E u}]} 
- {v E Va13: 
two valuations v and w compatible if v ~k w (Pi) or w (Pi) 
v (Pi), and call v and w if are compatible on all "C;ii~<;;U 
valuations that are '-'VIHI-'a.~i 
of Definition 4.6 (J"Pll!P"!> 
symbols. Then M OdOMCKf z is 
z. The symmetric to 












(I)) U (va 1 (I) n (t)) . 
Definition 
set of all Pi such that V and ware incompatible at Pi. 





IS the incompatibilities it has with zp •. 
r is captured by fact that only the of r 
order .. 
Definition 4.42 For any v, w, z E Val3, 
V w iff (V¢ E [v(¢):::;t w(¢)]. 
If v, w, z E Va12' coincides with Definition 4.10, 
the use of the same notation the two definitions. 
Lemma 4.43 Given any v I wand z in Val3J if v 
Proof w. We to that v is lUVVHJ. with z 
Pi whenever w w is incompatible with Z Pi, then w (Pi) = t 
or w (Pi) = J. Suppose w (Pi) = t. Z (Pi) f. So E and 
w (-'Pi) = f. v) = f, and hence V is incompatible with z at 
Pi. Now suppose w (Pi) = f. Then Z (Pi) t. So Pi E r z , and w (Pi) = J. 
Therefore v (Pi) f, and V is incompatible with Z at Pi. 0 
The converse of 4.43 does not hold. let r = {p}, 
w(p) = u and v(p) = t. Then w -8 Zr v -8 Zr 0, but v (p) w (p). 
Definition more informative valuations to to 











and should n ... ".+"' ..... "'ri to it. Definition 4.42 is therefore 
based on two principles: it prefers ua"lVlli) that are more informative, 
it prefers valuations with incompatibilities with z. 
the T "Jr"'" "'" case 4.11, the of Definition 4.42 
can be lifted a power order on formula sets. 
to iJ> iff every approximate instantial match of iJ> is improved upon by some 
W (in the sense of 
bility informativeness), and every explanatory made W is an 
improvement of some explanatory mistake made by iJ>. 
Definition Given any formula sets iJ> and W, and consistent of 
literals W is least as close to r as iJ> written iJ> W, iff 
(Ti') (Vv E ModoMCKiJ» (3w E ModoMCKW) [v w], 
(Tii') (Vw E ModoMCKW) (3v E ModoMCKiJ» [v wJ. 
order on in oMCK not coincide the 
theorylike on formula in PC of Definition as the following 
show. 
Example 4.45 
a~d q. The 
r = {p,q} in propositional language ;;:;''''11...:o1.O,0\;.U by p 














theory like order order to simplify 
not all =oMc,cequivalence classes are ret)reserlte1d. For example, 
on is shown below. 
such as p V 
P A (.p V q) is 
to P A q). 
are :::;~-equivalent to p ¢::> q, as are 
to p (it is 
q A (.q V IS 




in pc, inconsistent formula sets in oMCK are not all to L, 
unrelated by :::;~ to 
are unrelated by 
Also, .p 
consistent formula 
, whereas p A...,p 
P A 'p, but, 
For example, pA 'p and 
qA -.q and qA 
pA.p are o 
4.46 2: {p} in the 1'Vr£ynn."" 
The order on three-valued valuations is 
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order on valuations the of q to resulting 
order not for vA(;.Lu~nv, 
P hOi-UtOL>'" q and q A 
Definition 
for <>MCK is 
than <>MCK as 
by KL, the following theorem 
Theorem any formula sets <P and and set of 
\(I in KL iff <P \(I in PC. 
Suppose <P \(I. Let v E M odpc<p. E 
that v w. . Define w' 
by: 
] 
Then w Wi and w' E and w' E \(I. Also, E r +) [if 
) [if v (Pi) = f then w' (Pi) f]· 
w'. proves 
Next, let w E M odpc \(I, w E M OdKL \(I. E M odKL <P such that 
v w. is, (V¢ E [v (Pi) w Define v' 
Then v 
[
V (Pi) i.f V (Pi) = t or v (Pi) = f; ] 
v' (Pi) 
w (Pi) If v (Pi) = u. 
v' and Vi E Va12' and 
v' (Pi) = t then w (Pi) = tl (Vpi E ) [if Vi (Pi) = f then w (pd fl. 
...... v" ... "v v' w. <P \(I. This (Tii) . 
suppose <P \(I. Let v E M OdKL <P. Define v' by: 
v (Pi) if v (Pi) t or v (Pi) 
v' - Zr (Pi) if v (pi) = U Zr (Pi) =I- Uj 
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v v' and v' E M odpcip and v v'. Since ip tV, E M odpc tV 
such that v' w. v' w, and hence v w. w E 
, this proves (Ti'). 
wE ModKLtV. by: 
w (Pi) if w (Pi) = t or w (Pi) 
Wi (Pi) = Zr ("'Pi) if w (Pi) = U Zr (Pi) ::P Uj 
t if W(Pi) = U and Zr (Pi) = u. 
Thenw Wi and w' w. that 
v W'. w', and hence v w. Since v E M OdKL ip, this 
proves (Tii'). 
I conclude by 
As a 
consistent of literals, which may in 
an of of 
valuation z represents a 
the observed outcome 
some experiment. An outcome does not provide complete information, 
be or unknown. The may re-
peated, a of This 
is construed disjunctively, as a co-system. This is where it differs from 
formula considered thus possible worlds are construed 
syntactically, not model-theoretically. The then is which theory 
approximation is likely to of of r as possible 
outcome. theories may be formalized and tested the ob-
outcome. Although none may produce r exactly, they can be ordered 
according to informativeness and their incompatibilities with elements 
of r. oMCK is paraconsistent, inconsistencies theory 






















of theory E:n"I.H"" or belief revision, as put forward by Al-
chourron, Gardenfors Makinson and hence the AGM 
deal on a 
deductive system a The 
kinds of changes considered are expansion uu.'UU;'J; new information), 
sion (adding new information while and contraction 
information, while at same time retaining as much information 
as possible). The of operations are ""'-"'''' .... £.1'-'''-' by sets of 
postulates. 
Various rer)re~3en 
m terms of J.':;J.j'J.<l,lUU'C;J. 
1981; 1984; 
Gardenfors & J. .... ';NiU ..... ''''' ...... , 
erential iU'-',",,,"'''' 
A sets is 















anse as power 
the underlying 
contraction as a 
The next 
CHANGE 
is isomorphic to an 
of theories of 
conjunction 
J..:JAlJetJ.J.DJ.'l.'H is characterized as a 
conjunction operation. 
necessary V"""""><'A to 
VISIon. A L".U.LU.f'JL of of belief sets are presented 
5.3. 
5.1 The AGM approach 
The AGM 
changes into a belief 
of formulas, that 
3.11. B aen.OJ;e 
In 
set in such a 
of the logic is 
well as: 
5. If f3 E Cn a) 
to theory change deals with 
sets are 
are the Tarskian deductive 
set of belief sets: 
B = {Cn (f) : f ~ L}. 
the 
consistency is 
to satisfy the 
a:J f3 E Cn(f). 
134 









changes to a belief 
operator Cn 
Definition 1.19, as 
( deduction) 
A HLU . .HV'C,J. 
It is 
they 
additional assumptions are also 
1\, V, " :J, and f-t are 
about the connectives. 
the logic, and that 











1. /\ and V> distribute over 
The De Morgan 
3. J is material implication. 
4. H is the biconditional u"""",,-,,-< from material implication. 
any wff <P, <P V -,<p E (0) and On( <p /\ -'<p) = L. 
means 
mentioned connectives '-'VJl.U\",LU\A> and that 
algebra 
Boolean algebra Cpc, It 
only inconsistent belief 
ics, inconsistencies v<NJ'HH"~ 
belief revision 
three 
0,1"""'-'''' '-'10,"""," of wffs defined ;:,e<:tlOu 1.1, is 
means that the logic is explosive, 
universal set L. Unlike in log-
accommodated in non-trivial Logics 
problem by avoiding UH.,VU"L ~\COLL\"·L"''' altogether. 
,",u."''''''''''' considered are contraction 
v"" •• ",,,·u with <p" I r * <p with and revision. r + <p 
<p" I and r - <p contracted with <p". a belief set 
with a wff is \.l",L"He,u 
Expansion does 
any belief r 
r <p = On (r u {<p}). 
retain consistency 
raises the then r + -,<p is ULVVUO 
should be expanded <p, while at the same 
111,\COU'-Jl"'U as an answer to this An operation 
a set. <p E 
of how a belief set r 
u."'''E> consistency. 




postulates r"""CllnT} are: 
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Expansion!: r * ¢ ~ r ¢. 
preservation: r *¢ is "'~~Uy .. .., iff I- .¢. 
K*6 Extensionality: If I- ¢ H 1/; 
Conjunction 2: If.1/; rt r * ¢ 
postulates are \.LAO'-'U"'",,,-, in (Alchourron et al., 1985), as as 
survey on belief as & Rott, 
Contracting a set r a minimal weakening 
of r ¢ can no longer be The A G M postulates 
K-8 a yardstick with which '-"VLA,L",""L" and cat,egC)rl 
are: 
K-l r - ¢ is a set. 
K-2 r - ¢ ~ r. 
K-3 Vacuity: If ¢ rt r then r - ¢ = 
K-4 ¥ ¢ then ¢ rt r - ¢. 
Recovery: r ~ - ¢) + ¢. 
K-6 I- ¢ H 1/; then r ¢ = r - 1/;. 
Conjunction 1: (r - ¢ n r -1/;) ~ r (¢ A 1/;). 
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A way to define a revision operation in of a contrac-
tion is by means identity. a belief 
r with a wff </> is obtained by retracting r are inconsistent 
with </>, resulting belief with </>: 
Theorem 5.1 (Alchourr6n et 1985) Levi identity is used to define 
a operation from a contraction operation which satisfies K-l K-4 
and the operation thus obtained satisfies 1 6. It 
addition, the contraction operation also satisfies 7, the revision operation 
satisfies 7, the contraction operation also satisfies the revision 
operation K*8. 
Algebra of theory change 
Theorem 3.20 states the positive calculus (8,·, +) 
tion 3.11 is isomorphic to the algebra of (P / -en) 1\ +, v+) 
COJiJl .. IIJ,VJL 3.19. IS more notationally to with CO'CO.H'CO""" 
of (L) / than but, that one can move 
notations, I will usually talk about 'a set', instead 
a'COJlH.-CO class of wffs'. I will show that, if the calculus systems 
IS by a certain unary the power conjunction and 
can be viewed as theory change operations: expansion 
is characterized by a nr"~rpr disjunction contraction a power 
This yields a belief isomorphic to an theory 
Alchourr6n, & (1985) contraction of 
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f that ¢. I will show that the power 
yields an description of contraction. To contract f with ¢, a 
IS "'A'VJ'~,",V. out by a rejection function, and to 
function is a function R : B x L .......!t B such that, 
for ¢: 
1. (f, ¢) is a containing .¢. 
zs ¢ E Cn(0). 
If ¢ rt. f f R(f,¢). 
4. If I- ¢ ++ 'If; then R(f, ¢) = R(f, 'If;). 
function may also be viewed as a of unary rejection 
R(f,¢)isa 
S f ","'.u."~uu 
contraction 
for 
by elements of L, that is {R,p : ¢ E 
which has no models in common 
¢, and any subset S' of R (f, ¢) 
Modf ~ ModS Mod¢ and 
VHUJLL"'- f and R(f,</.» a ,...1"\1"\1" .... " 
n'",,,,,,.,.h~rI by Theorems 5.9, 5.12 and 5. 
f a belief set. 
by rejection function R, as IfHLlfllfJ." 
¢). 
any rejection function R, - R 
Proof· f a belief set and ¢ a wff. 
¢ E f then 
subset 
have 
( (f, ¢))~ 
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K-1. nr"JlY':>r disjunction any two belief sets is a belief 
¢) is a belief 
K-2. f (f,¢) ~ f in 
K-4. Then ¢ E 
R ( ¢) is inconsistent. Therefore ¢ E 
therefore, 
¢). But -.¢ E 
(0). 
K-5. Let p E Then p A ¢ = (p V -,¢) A ¢ E (f V+ R(f,¢)) 
pE(f (f,¢))A+Cn(¢) (fV+R(f,¢)) 
K-6. I- ¢ H ?f, then R (f, ¢) = (f,?f) definition 
139 
so f v+ 




This that fV+ R ( ¢) can with justification be called a contraction 







to a rejection function, namely the function Rp 
[ 
Cn (-,¢) if ¢ E r; ] 
Rp(r,¢)= 
f if ¢ tI. 
any rand wJJ ¢, ¢ E f + -,¢ then ¢ E f. 
f I- -,¢ :J ¢, so r I- ¢. 
For any belief f and wJJ ¢, if ¢ E f then ¢ E r - -.¢. 
o 
¢ E f. r is -,¢ tI. and therefore f -.¢ = f by 
K-3. r is inconsistent, E f, and by K-5. 
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Lemma 5.7 For any belief set r, wff 4> and contraction function - satisfying 
K-l to K-6, r - 4> :::; r v+ Rp (r, 4» :::; r v+ Cn (.4». 
Proof. If 4> rJ. r, then r-4> = r = rv+ Rp(r,4»:::; rV+Cn(-'4». Else 4> E r. 
Let J-l E r v+ Cn (.4». Then J-l E rand .4> f- J-l. By K-5, r - 4> + 4> = r. 
Therefore J-l E r - 4> + 4> ~ r - 4> + 'J-l. Hence J-l E r - 4> by Lemma 5.5. D 
Lemma 5.7 states that the contraction defined by Rp is the maximum 
(that is, it yields the smallest belief set) of all contraction functions satisfying 
K-l to K-6. The contraction defined by Rp has another useful property. If 
its arguments are restricted to those pairs (r, 4» such that 4> E r, then - Rp 
is monotone in both arguments, with respect to the natural order ~ on the 
calculus of belief sets. This is proved in Lemma 5.S. The AGM syntax-based 
representation of the contraction defined by Rp is as the intersection of all 
the maximally consistent subsets of r that fail to imply 4>, and is called the 
full meet contraction function. 
Lemma 5.8 For any belief sets rand W: 
(ii) If 4> E rand Cn (4)) ~ Cn ('IjJ), then r -Rp 4> ~ r -Rp 'IjJ. 
Proof. 
(i) If 4> E rand r ~ W, then Rp (r, 4» = Rp (w, 4» = Cn (-'4». So r v+ 
Rp (r, 4» ~ W v+ Rp (w, 4». 
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5.9 A contraction function satisfies K-l to 
a rejection function. 
Proof. A from right left is given 
suppose - is a contraction function -_V'-',l 
the function R_ : 8 x L -+ 8 by 
141 
iff it is defined by 
a from 
K-6. Define 
have check that R_ 4» is well-defined. -,4> E (f,4» uc;<..,a,u"c; 
Cn(-,4» ~ 4». Also, if 4> E Cn (0) -,4> is a contradiction 
so 4» is .uvvu,,'.o (f,4» is since 4> ~ f - 4> 
and so 4> ~ (f - 4» Finally, 4> ~ f. Then 
f o 
Lemma 5.10 For wff 4>, the operations of contraction with 4> and power 
disjunction with a rejection 4> are interdefinable. 
Proof Let f be a belief set and 4> a If is a contraction 
denote the rejection ULH,OH .. ''u defined if 18 a 
function, - R the COIlltractl()n U'OllU\AL by 
f -R_ 4> - f R_ (f,4» 
- fV+ (-,4»/\+ (f-4») 
(f V+ Cn(-,4») /\+ (f v+ 4>)) 
- f 4> /\ + (f V+ (-,4») 
- f - 4> by Lemma 5.7. 
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(r On (.¢)) A + (r (r -R ¢)) 
(r (.¢)) A+ (r r 
- r ¢) . 
The of a rejection function by 
ficient to which shows just how 
K-7 and K-8 are only postulates that 
the connectives contraction function. 
resentation result syntax-based contraction 
K-8, a can be used, the 
the r that fail to imply ¢ 
the epistemic relations on elements 
will follow a and place additional 
function R. 
Definition 1 A rejection function R is called a 
for any belief f and wffs ¢ and 1/;, R (f, ¢ A 1/;) ::s; 
The order on elements B is set containment, 
sion R(f,¢ A 1/;) can be "'1",1-1".0"" 
R ¢A1/;). 11 part of the way 
o 
5.2 are suf-
these postulates are. 
between 
to obtain a rep-
satisfy K-l to 
on 
et al., 1985), and 
1988). I 




L into set B. Any wff which is rejected both rejecting 
¢ and when rejecting must also be rejected when rejecting ¢ A 1/;. 
Theorem 12 A 
by a K-7 rejection 17l.'TlrT.UI'Tl 
Proof Right to 
the contraction 
function satisfies K-l 
be a K-7 rejection 
R satisfies 
it is defined 
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let Jt E f - R cP n f - R 'IjJ, JtE(f R(f,cP))n(fV+ 'IjJ) ). 
Then Jt I V 0'1 V 0'2 
0'1 V 0'2 E (f, cP) V+ 
f-R(cPl\'IjJ)· 
some IE f, 0'1 E (f,cP) and 0'2 E R(f,'IjJ). 
'IjJ)?R(f,cPl\'IjJ). JtEf R cPl\'IjJ) 
function satisfying 
.,r,-,."' .... function as In (f,cP) 
R_ (f,cP) V+ R_ (f,'IjJ) 
- (Cn(-,cP) -cP)) (Cn(-''IjJ) (f-'ljJ)) 
_ ( (-'cP V -,'IjJ) ((f - cP) (f - 'IjJ)) 1\+ ) 
(Cn (-'cP) V+ (f - 'IjJ)) 1\+ (-''IjJ) V+ cP)) 
Cn (-. (cP 1\ 'IjJ)) 1\+ ((f cP) V+ (f - 'IjJ)) bY,-,vau ... ,,", 
C Cn (cPl\'IjJ)) (f-(cPl\'IjJ)) byK-7 
- R_ (f, cP 1\ 'IjJ) . 
Therefore is a well-defined K-7 Pro .. "",,, function, which n1",''''''''''' the the-
orem. 
Definition 13 A rejection function is called a K-8 ""","",,'''4 
for any belief set f and 
R (f, cP 1\ 'IjJ). 
cP and 'IjJ, cP f/:. R (f, cP 1\ 'IjJ) HIUJ£iH:;~ 
function if, 
(f, cP) ~ 
The if cP is cP 1\ then 
cPl\ 'IjJ, must also 
11 together 
nh,,,·,,,,,,r'f>,An in B. suppose is both a 
rejecting 
set 
bothcPf/:.R(f,cPl\'IjJ) 'ljJf/:. (f,cPl\'IjJ). R(f,cP)nR(f,'IjJ) = 
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always the case both cjJ f/. R (r, cjJ /\ 7jJ) and 7jJ f/. (r, 4> /\ 7jJ), but at 
combination of Definitions 5.11 5.13 serve to sandwich the 
of a conjunction between intersection of conjuncts on the 
one and one the conjuncts on other 
Theorem 14 A contraction function K-l to and K-8 it is 
function. 
Proof. to Let a K-8 To K-8, 
suppose 4> f/. r - R (4) /\ 7jJ), i.e. 4> f/. r V+ R (r, cjJ /\ 7jJ), cjJ f/. r 
or 4> f/. R(r,4>/\7jJ). If 4> f/. r then r-R (4)/\7jJ) = r - r-RcjJ. 
cjJf/. cjJ/\7jJ). p,Er-R(cjJ/\7jJ), p,Er R(r,cjJ/\7jJ). 
P,=iVa someiErandaE (r,cjJ/\'IjJ). aE (r,4» 
Therefore p, E r V+ R (r, 4» = r -R 4>. 




rejection as 5. (r, cjJ) = 
- cjJ). cjJ f/. (r,cjJ/\'IjJ). Then cjJ f/. r - (cjJ/\ 'IjJ). 
(r,cjJ/\7jJ) - (.4> V /\ + (r (4) /\ 7jJ)) 
C V .'IjJ) /\+ (r - 4» 
Cn (.cjJ) /\ + (r - cjJ) 
(r,cjJ). 
function, which 1'"\1''''''''''''' 
Theorems 5.9, and 5.14 mutually characterize contraction reJec-
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to, functions, entrenchment relations and 
"''''I'.trl>1'p also apply rejection functions. 
nor, .. """" 5.16 below makes relation rejection 
but first, some on the u,J.F.'-'IJ.L 
contractions pc: Theorem states that distributive 
filter to pc. 
belief sets rr\1' ... ",.,nr," in Cpo' The principal 
to a maximum function, resulting 
cOIltr'1.Ct.lon IS by the 
on page 139, and corresponds to AGM full contraction 
At the other of the spectrum, the ultrafilters III to 
minimal in the possible 
a belief set and 4> E r. AGM syntax-based representation of a minimal 
contraction is as a LU<N'"'J.J.U" ... " of r which 4>, 
a V"J.V'~y. out by (1988), 
there is a one-one complete consistent 
sets containing and maximal subsets of r that to imply 4>. With each 
m(,LXl--cnOlc:e contraction r - 4>, associates a and consistent 
filter this that 
each defines a minimal 
minimal contraction an ultrafilter - 4» 1\+ {....,4>}. 
of systems of corresponds Stalnaker assumption that 
is a unique maximally extension 4> which is closest to 
r. IS ultrafilter disjoined to r. The smaller filter (r,4» 
coarser is the corresponding of with 
system corresponding to R 4» a principal 
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a maxi-choice contraction r ¢> associated with it, obtained by 
models of r. All 
the observation 
where is the 
uu.au,u",. contraction this 
same HH.u. .... '.~~. contraction. 
to imply also 
maximally 
sets, 
complete consistent extensions -,¢>. 
arise in this way. 
u as .BU'",,," 
,rr", ... ""., .. models -,¢> may 
subsets of r that 
of all 
mentioned above, IS a 
one-one COITe~;po!nClen(:e and f( -,¢». This corll'eS'P,on<len(:e IS 
made ",A","'",' III lemma: 
Lemma Let r be a and ¢> E with ¢> ¢:. Cn(0). Each 
of r J..¢> has exactly one complete and consistent extension containing -,¢>. 
Conversely, each E f( --.¢» is the extension of one element of 
namely r n 
Proof. Let.E E r J..¢>. .E must have at least one complete consistent 
extension -'¢>, we have ¢> E Next, suppose 
are two distinct complete consistent of .E such that 
-,¢> E and E .E2. there be some wff 7/J on which differ. 
Say 7/J E .E1 and -'7/J E .E2. Therefore --.¢> ::) 7/J ¢:. .E2 and --.¢> ::) -'7/J ¢:. .E1· 
.E y: --.¢> ::) 7/J and .E y: -,¢> ::) Since -,¢> ::) (--.¢> ::) 
7/J) ::) ¢>, .E y: ::) 7/J) ::) ¢>. By Deduction .E, -,¢> ::) 7/J y: 
of 
E f( -,¢». is an rnL\ r 
r n Ll y: To see that r n E suppose r n w ~ r. 











'her(~tore </J E 
C~. 
Theorem 
(1985) give a 
CHANGE 
."".,",'-LV'"' r n ~ E r J...</J. 
u ~ rand 
a syntactic reo:resemta 
\ . 
suppose 
so El = 
147 
E r J...</J, and 
D 
of contractions terms of 
the other hand, Alchourron, Gardenfors Makinson 
representation contractions in terms remainder 
A contraction r with </J is as the nonempty intersection of 
elements from Conversely, if s is a picks out 
a nonempty then n s(r J...</J) describes a r with 
</J. Lemma 5. provides a method translate directly hpt"W'P,:>n rejection 
Theorem 
(i) For any 
{rn 




a </JE </J rj; Cn(Ql). 
function r - R </J n r J...</J) -
E f ( -.</J) and R( r , </J) ~ }. 
function s, ns(r J...</J) = rv+ </J), where R(r, </J) = 
:rn\flE 
a rejection 
r v+ </J) 
r n R(r, </J) by Lemma 3.17 
r n (n{~ E f( -.</J) : R(r, </J) ~}) 
- n{r n E f(-.</J) ~ ~}. 
(ii) Let s a selection 
n n{r n \fI : \fI E f(-.</J) and r n W E s(r J...</J)} 
r n (n{W E f(-.</J) : r n WE s(r J...</J)}) 
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result 
I have a belief set and 
a rejection a 
belief set. The .... ,....,.,"" .. 
form en (rf;), 
rf;. The addition of a 
defined in the calculus of as r + en (rf;). 
r rf;, which is 
ne()reln 3.20 shows that 
this can t.UH>vn,'u of two belief sets: 
u en (rf;)) = r A+ en (rf;). 
The Levi define a revision operation in terms of 
contraction 
r * rf; (r + rf; 
(P(L)/ 
(rv+ (r,-,rf;))A+en(rf;) 
(r A+ en (rf;)) v+ (R_ (r, -,rf;) A+ en (rf;)) 
(r A + en (rf;)) v+ R_ (r, -'rf;) 
- (r + rf;) v+ R_ (r, -,rf;) . 
to the revision operation *: If - satisfies 
* "<NU1"H'"'' K*l to K*6. If, in addition, -
and if also satisfies K-8, * satisfies K*8. In 
ct r, the expression (r + rf;) V+ R_ 
and r + rf; respectively. 
I have 
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Equivalently, 
of (B, " 
endowed with a set of rejection ooercLtl()llS In particular, 
contraction of a belief r with a wff </> can be "'Trll.l.~>T' as 
of r and a set HW.LlHJl);; -'</>, and the expansion a r 
with a wff </> can be written as the conjunction rand belief set 
by </>. 
The two fundamental operations that can be erH)rnlea on any set 
are conjunction disjunction. U'-'LJUC;,,-
the disjunction rep1reEieniGS introduction 
models. Theory ..... u.:hUp','" arise as special instances of conjoining 
vu. .... ); belief sets . 
• The 1J<W..Lcav·u of a belief with a wff is accomplished by conjoining 







contraction a belief set 
the wff. 
algebra of v ..... v-vu''-'u 




a wff is accomplished by disjoining 
IS 
any </> to a 
sec-
tion can be extended varIous ways, making for multiple con-
tractions (Fuhrmann & Hansson, 1994; Fuhrmann, 1997), erasure opera-
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Multiple contractions 
approach to change only allowed theory '"'U''''Ul'',v 
operations on a 
belief set. One generalization of 




approach is to 
definition of a contraction 
set, instead 
to 
and choice contractions. In former, a is contracted by all 
elements a formula set, while in the latter, a belief set is by 
least one from set. An can 
used to J.uv' .... vJ. the that 
belief sets are deductively closed is dropped, .... u",J.\.u~"v contractions as 
a generalized I will base 
later on 
to K-6 to Q""~Vuuuvu.",~v 
following are 
the additional condition 
not 
obtained and is 
Let cI> and \II' be 
B x B -+ B that: 
C-l r - cI> is a 
C-2 r - cI> ~ r. 
C-3 IfcI>i.r 
I will consider '"'u,,'"'''''' contractions 
a geIleral1l,,;atlOn of K-l 
that the sets to 
sets. The 
& Hansson, 1994), with 
removed are deductively 
result 
the preseDltatlon 












C-4 If <I> en (0), then <I> i r -
C-5 Recovery: If <I> r (r-<I»+<I> = 
C-6 <I> W then r <I> r - w. 
A COfl~eSp'On<llm9: 
function which ..... vu.uv.., 
is required in 
v"''"'''"'''' contraction 
tions are defined in 17 below. 5.18 then 
151 
definition a rejection 
Choice rejection func-
that postulates 
C-l to C-6 are contraction that can be 
'-Lv •• "" ...... by a choice function. However, unlike Lemma 5.10, the 
choice contraction - R_, defined 





function R_ defined 
us 
IS no 
Definition 17 A choice rejection function is a function : 13 x 13 -+ B 
such that, for any belief r and <I>: 
<I» is a belief which 
2. (r, <I» is inconsistent iff <I> = en (0). 
3. If <I> i r then r S;;;; R <I> ) • 
4. If <I> = W then R(r,<I» = R(r, w). 
Theorem 18 A",,,...,·"'''''' function satisfies to iff it is defined 
by a choice rejection function. 
Proof. C-l to 
R_ : 13 x 13 -+ 13 by: 
[
en 
L if <I> 
(<1> - A+ (r 
(0) . 
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have to that R_ (r, IS <1>n(r - = 0 iff <1> ~ r - <1> 
~ = On (0) iff (r, ~) = L. some <jJ E, <1> such that 
..,<jJ E (r, ~). <1> n (r, <1» #- 0. (1) (2) 
therefore hold. <1> </: r. r = r ~ Z ..,+ (<1> /\+ 
- <1» = 
holds 
<1> ). Condition (3) therefore Finally, condition (4) 
to proof of to C-6 J.U.J.1U.l'~" that of .uv>UHJLU 5.4. 
Erasures 
>."""",u.uv & Mendelsohn (1992) that 
do adhere to AGM postulates for revision. They propose 
an updates. 
erasure of a 
knowledge base. update are in the same relation the 
postulates erasure, as revision are to the for 
contraction. In the erasure are: 
Inclusion: r -e <jJ ~ 
E-3 If 
<jJ 1:. On (0), 
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The first six postulates for contraction are the same as the first six pos-
tulates for erasure, except that postulate is weaker. The dis-
j unction postulate for erasure 
disjunction 
belief sets, whereas 
to a disjunction of wffs. 
As in the case of 
an algebra of 
r can be modelled 
¢. The 
to reflect the changes 
from condition 3 below 1 
r with a 
an erasure 
3 Definition 5.2 
is added: 
Definition 5.19 An erasure 
such that) for any belief r 
function is a function Re : 13 x L -+ 13 
3. If E r then r 
containing -.¢. 
¢ E en (0). 
(r,¢). 
(r,¢) = Re(r,~), 
,¢) Re(r2'¢)' 
Theorem erasure function satisfies 
be defined by an erasure function. 
Proof. an erasure rejection function. 
13 x L -+ 13 by: 
r-R¢=rv+ R(f,¢). 
and E-6 are proved as in Lemma 
it can 
-R: 
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rejection function. This leaves B-8: 
(fl v+ f2) V+ R(fl V+ f 2,¢) 
fl V+ f2 V+ Re (f1,¢) V+ Re (f2,¢) 
fl V+ Re (fl' ¢) V+ f2 V+ Re (f2' ¢) 
(fl -R ¢) V+ (f2 -R ¢). 
Conversely, let - be an erasure operation. Define the function R_ 
B x L -+ B by: 
R_ has properties 1 to 4 of Definition 5.19. This is checked as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.9. Further: 
Cn(.¢) 1\+ ((fl V+ f2) - ¢) 
Cn (.¢) 1\+ ((fl - ¢) V+ (f2 - ¢)) 
(Cn(.¢) 1\+ (fl - ¢)) V+ (Cn(-'¢) 1\+ (f2 - ¢)) 
R_ (fb ¢) V+ R_ (f2, ¢). 
This shows that R_ is a well-defined erasure rejection function, which proves 
the theorem. 0 
Base contractions 
In Section 5.2, belief sets were defined as deductively closed elements of 
P (L). One can do away with this requirement and define belief sets simply 
as elements of P (L). A belief base for a belief set f is any set of wffs <P such 
that Cn(<P) = f, that is, <P =Cn f. 
A rejection function as defined in 5.2 operates on belief sets. Unlike 
the postulates for contraction, rejection functions can easily be adapted to 
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Definition 5.21 A rejection function is a function Rb: (L) x L -t 
P (L) such for any belief base rand 4>: 
1. E (r,4». 
Rb (r,4» is inconsistent iff 4> E (0). 
3. If 4> f/. On (r) then r ~ Rb 4». 
If ~ 4> f+ ?/J then (r,4» = (r, 4». 
Of condition 3 may call for debate. Its intention is 
derived from the nothing in it should '-'U'~UI','-
4>. can in various ways, but not the 
essence of a rejection function, which is to reject a wff in a consistent way. 
contraction -b from Definition IS 
This function for but it 
does weaker condition of deductive inclusion (Fuhrmann, 1997): 
C-2' inclusion: r ~ r -b 
Instead of finding a suitable definition rejection functions, based on a 
set of 
as the 
base contractions, -'-",,~ .. u, 5.21 can 
and to a set postulates 
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An increase in information may thus lead to a retraction of previously ac-
cepted premisses. Non-monotonic logics are characterized abstractly by cu-
mulative consequence relations, and semantically by preferential model struc-
tures. These two approaches are related by Makinson (1989), and by Kraus, 
Lehmann & Magidor (1990). 
The idea to study non-monotonic logics by their consequence relations, 
originated with Gabbay (1985), while their semantic characterization was 
advocated by Shoham (1988). Different classes of non-monotonic logics 
may thus be characterized both abstractly, by the properties of their con-
sequence relations, and semantically, by the properties of their preferential 
model structures. 
A preferential model structure can be defined more generally, but for the 
purpose of the ensuing discussion, it suffices to regard it simply as a preorder 
on the set of propositional valuations Val2. That is, a preference relation :::; 
is a reflexive and transitive relation over Va12. (For technical reasons, some 
authors have assumed irreflexivity, but I will not do so here.) In addition, :::; 
is assumed to satisfy the following smoothness condition: For any belief set 
<I> and any w E M od( <I», there is some v E M od( <I» such that v :::; wand v is 
:::;-minimal in M od( <I». So M od( <I» has no infinitely descending chains. The 
intuition behind a preference relation is that it orders valuations according 
to how close they are to being a model of some belief set r, with the models 
of r being :::;r-minimal in the order. 
Let < denote the strict counterpart of :::;, that is, v < w iff v :::; wand 
w 1:. v. A preference relation :::;r is called r -faithful if it satisfies the following 
properties: 
1. Ifv,w E Mod(f) then v:ir w. 
















used to link non-monotonic 
Gardenfors, Makinson, 1993), to 
1995). & Becher (1995) use 
cess uu, . .u~"F.. a plausible VAif.'J.Q,J.Lo,"IVi! 
reasonmg, 
observations. 
all1teceOlen<:e operator of .LJ....,J'UU 1.22 a relation of "' ... ,f"L .... 'U ..... VV.L 
a 




possible '-""V· .... LLJ' ..... V. 




"""'''IVI.H> to characterize the 
postulates for revision semantically. Their results are 
can be wffs. & 
.".J.';'U'-";''''vu also discuss a of lit-
of 
(Borgida, 1985; Dalal, 1988; Satoh, 
relations. 
Winslett, 1988) 
.o.n·,,"""Y> 5.22 (Katsuno Men delzo n, A revision operation 0 sat-
K*1 to for belief sets there 
belief set r, a r -faithful total that (r 0 4» 
Min ( Mod ( 4» , :S;r). 
Min (Mod (4)) , 
to 
here in 
denotes the set :S;r-minimal models of 4>. 












Theorem 5.23 (I(atsuno & Mendelzon, 1991) A revision operation 0 satis-
postulates 1(*1 to 1(*9 and 1(*10 for finite belief iff there 
for finite set a f -faithful preorder such that Mod (f 0 ¢» 
Min (Mod (¢>), 
on of used define 
a theorylike n,.Yl.lI1pr order on formula Its converse 
preorder, as uvlUUJ,a. 
reVISIon ,.... .... < .... "',.,,.,. .... 0 
is a f-faithful 
neC)reIn 5.23, it defines a Therefore, by 
satisfies postulates K* 1 to K*9 and 10. 
5.24 is a 
Let f be any belief set. Let the converse of the nr,::· .... r"", .. of 
We 
1. V,w E (r) v w w v Definition 4.22, so 
v w. 
If v E Mod(f) and w ~ (f) v:::;~ w Definition 4.22, 
v w by Lemma 4.21. w v. So v w. 
3. If f 6- IS 0 
the revision operation 0 obtained the nrerer-
ence the that Mod(f 0 ¢» = Min (Mod(¢» , :::;~). 
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relation 
ro4> - {~ : Min (Mod (4)) 1 Mod(~)} 
- {~ : ('Vv :::;; -minimal Mod (4))) E Mod [w v]} 
{~ : ('Vv -minimal Mod(4))) (:lw E Mod(4)/\ ~))[w vJ} 
{ ~ : ('Vv E Mod (4)) )(:lw E Mod (4) /\ ~)) [w v] } 





the of use of power rnr,of'v'" 
Namely, the 
power relation a parameterized n ..... 'f'o'"on 
5.5 Concluding remarks 




sion to calculus deductive It the operations 
of theory intersection, addition and contraction algebraically. It also provides 
c 
an algebraic framework the description a parameterized veri similar or-
der on theories, as well as a simulation relation different LV):::.,l'"'.:>, It 
enough to O"",-,UHUUVU.:N"C; relations 
as partial 
conclusions. 
The operations for intersection, and rela-
for theory likeness and simulation arise by lifting an operation or 
relation on C;~C;1l1C;H a to a power or relation on sets. 
tain .... VH<"'C;\.I relations and belief revision operations also this 











power construction is not 
in most cases, it This 







natural and vlv.I",""'~ U',",~,lla,u •• ,.u 
use of an 
160 
means of achieving a result, but 
"-,r",, .. r construction is an integral 
are l11lvVll'L-l for example, the results 
"""""IAr construction in the definition of 
instructive to see if 
can be established by 
particular the 
nr""",.,. construction n .. ,,..,.,, '1' 
auuJ.'e,oo a diverse range of problems. 
a 
to reason about .... """O.AT'.O 
investigation. The generalization of and contractions, 
constructs to first 
investigation. 
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